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AFI r/CCS/ ENG/65S-2
Ans tract

£hi3 analysis deteriniaed the best approach and switching

technique for use in DOD comnunications. ihe approach and switching

techniques considered were integrated and nonintegrated voice and

data networks using circuit, packet, and hybrid switching. The

Simplified Voice fruaKing Model(SVU ) from Rone Air Development

Center was used as the network using hybrid switching for voice and

data integration.

The analysis was accomplished with a network analysis of various

performance criteria using different approaches to voice and data

communication networks. The network analysis was performed using

mathematical analysis and simulation models. The simulation models

created were a circuit switched model for analog voice, a packet

switched model for digital data, a packet switched model with

multiala arrivals for digital voice, interactive data and bulk data,

and a packet switched model for digital voice and interactive data.

LIe simulation models allowed for changes in percentage of voice and

data, arrival rates, service rates, path algorithm, percentage of

Interactive versus bulk data, queue lengths and distance of message

travel. the results of the notdork analysis were also coMDared to

the results of th.e Siaplitied Voice irunkirg l o(el. i'h, results of

this analysis indicate thaL DOi) needs to Instigate intensive research

into iLte.;rated voice and data communications using packet and hybrid

switching techniques. i'hls analysis s'.wed the beat approach to D)OD

comr.unications was dith use of voice and data integration and hybrid

switching as used. in the SimplLfieJ Voice rrunking Model.

vi
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ANALYSIS OF IN TEGRATED AND NONINTEGRATED VOICE

AND DAtA NEfWORKS FOR DOD COMMUNICATIONS

I. Introduction

Background

Voice and Data Integration. fne integration of voice and data

over the same communicaticns network can make future communications

more efficient. The demand for the integrating of voice and data

over a common communications link is brought about by advances in

technology and the need for more communications capability. A

- specific technological advance which sparked interest in voice and

data integration was the digitization of voice. Two additional

factors which have increased interest in voice and data integration

are the poor utilization of separate voice and data networks and the

success and increasing need of data communications(39:1).

Recent advances in speech encoding provide a link between the

methods used in data communications and the need to improve voice

network performance. A normal voice conversation is separated into

periods of speaking (talkspurts) and periods of silence, it is a good

candidate for packetization(39:1,3). In an experiment by C.

Weinstein and J. Forgie (63), voice signals were successfully

digitized and transmitted over the ARPANEr using packet switching.

Voice digitization has advantages such as better encryption and

decryption capabilities, less noise interference and increased

1
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circuit utilization(30:1.3).

Some present communications networks have low utilization. An

example of a poorly utilized communications networK is the present

day telephone system. The telephone system is a circuit switched

network which uses analog signals for the transmission of a voice

conversation. Studies completed as early as 1959, by Bell System,

show the average voice conversation uses only 35 to 40 percent of the

circuit(12). When a circuit switched network is used for analog

voice, network resources are wasted.

Increased utilization and improved use of resources can be seen

in digital dat3 communications. Data communications are digitized

for transmission over a cominunicotions path. rhis data can be sent

as a cowlete message or broken down into smaller portions, called

packets. [he message travels through a system from node to node

queucing at each node until the next path connection is

complete(b4:116). This technique is called message or packet

switching. ?acket switching allows communications paths in a system,

not ii, mediately in use by one user, to be availaole for other

traffic.

Communications services worldwide are analyzing the use of a

voice and data integrated networks. The Department of Defense(DOD),

however, has directed efforts towards seoarate voice and data

networks for the Defense Communications System(DCS). rhe DCS will

use the Digital Switched Network(DSN) for voice and the Defense Data

Network(DDN) for data(2:2). The present Worldwide Digital System

Architecture(WWDSA) which directs future planning also calls for

s:i.. separate voice and data networks(50). The present direction of the

2
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DOD is not the same as that of the rest of the world. Although the

DCS serve a different user population and have different goals than

that of its commercial counterparts, it is impractical to ignore the

possiblility of integrating voice and data when the rest of the world

sees the advantages of such a system. Ar. M.J. Ross expresses this

idea with a different outlook in his article on Hilitary/Oovernment

communication:

"Ehere is a tendency to continually upgrade.communications
to the highest technology possible, in order to derive the
maximum advantage in capability over a potential
adversary."(56:19).

fhe factors of superiority and survivability make it necessary to

research all possible solutions to DOD communications to determine if

it is necessary to integrate voice and data or not. A study of this

nature was completed In 1973 by jItman and Frank(31). Gitman and

Frank evaluated switching strageties for integrated DOD voice and

data networks and determined that an integrated voice and data packet

switched network was the best possible approach to OdD comunications.

Inherent with new communcations systems, such as voice and data

integration, are new communications problems. These problems exist

in the area of network control and selection of switching strategies.

Network control is keyed by the flow of traffic entering the network.

The iadividual characteristics of voice and data make different

demands on a communication system. Flow control, for instance,

addresses the different tolerances of voice and data for the effects

of delay and error. Voice is more sensitive to the effects of delay,

whereas data is hindered more by error(38:1006). The selection of

the appropriate switching technique depends on the goals of the

3



netiork. aapid advances in technology and increased DOD

communication needs have motivated research to upgrade present

communications. £he majority of researcn for DOD communication has

been directed towards separate packet switched networks. The

switching techniques must meet the requirements of the user and the

characteristics of voice and data.

Switching Strategies. rhe different approaches to voice and data

communications depend greatly on the method of switching scheme used.

Circuit, packet and hybrid switching techniques offer different means

cf transfering information through a communications network. Circuit

switching establishes a complete end to end communications path prior

to the transmission of information over a circuit. Packet switching

breaks a message into smaller packets and moves them node by node

through the network. Hybrid switching is a combination of a circuit

and packet switching. Ehe complexity of D03 communications demands

selection of the switching technique which best fits its specific

requirements. This requires analysis of all possible switching

strategies, including the complex and flexible hybrid technique.

rhis research provides an analysis of possible approaches available

for future DOD communications.

*Statement of Problem and Scope

_re primary question to be addressed in this reee&e is, "What

is the best switching approach, with or without voice and data

integration, that will maximize mission essential needs of DOD

communications?" This question can be answered by modeling

4



integrated voice and data networks and separate voice and data

networks. Included in this modeling will be the analysis of

different switching techniques to determine tine best switching

approach. .'lathematical analysis results are used to verify a

simulation model. This simulation model Is used to analyze different

possibilities of meeting DOD requirements. Chese DOD requirements

and performance criteria for switching are defined and presented in

Chapter II. Specific conditions are set to insure performance

changes are based on the switching techniques, and the percentages of

voice and data in a system.

* Approach

-The approach taken in this research was to use analytical

IM~k techniques and to develop a simnulation model for analyzing different

voice and data integrated and nonintegrated environments. The first

step in this research was to create a mathematical model to evaluate

integrated and nonintegrated voice and data networks. This included

selecting appropriate performance measures and evaluation techniques

to analyze system requirements. Jnce a mathematical model was

created an evaluation of realistic system parameters to determine

performance was calculated. The next step was to evaluate simulation

techniques to determine an appropriate simulation language to use in

modeling selected networks. Simulation models were created based on

performance criteria used in the mathematical analysis. The

simulation model was then compared to the mathematical model and

actual system for verification and validation of simulation results.

5
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The simulation model was used to make a performance evaluation of

nctdork parameters which are too difficult to analyze mathematicallf.

After a complete analysis of all DOD requirements, a network model

which Oest meets system requirements was selected and recommended as

the direction for future communications.

Sequence of Presentation. Chapter 1I details network performance

evaluation and measurement techniques. It includes performance

measures, evaluation methods, and a mathematical analysis of three

network designs using example data. Chapter III discusses the

procedures involved in makiag a simulation model. This chapter

includes the selection of a simulation language and the formulatioa

of simulation models based on the analysis of chapter ii. Chapter

III also discusses verification and validation of the simulation

models. Chapter IV is the comparison of the three network topologies

using simulation models and various performance parameters. Chapter

IV includes a comparison of the network topologies to the simulation

study, Simplified Voice frunXing Model(SVTh), of the Rome Air

Development Center(20). Chapter V includes research results,

specific conclusions, and recommendations for future investLigation.

Literature Research Results

Extensive research has been done in the area of voice and data

communications. rhe majority of research, whether for integrated or

nonintegrated voice and data, has been done with reference to the

three switching techniques circuit, packet and hybrid.

6WL V.



Circuit Switching. rhe most commonly used means of voice

communication today, the telephone system, is an example of circuit

switching. Circuit switching establishes a complete end-to-end

communication path prior to the transmission of information over the

circuit. wo major problems wnich occur with circuit switching are

wasted time to secure a communications path and wasted time during

transmission. Since circuit switching requires a complete path

before transmission, significant time is wasted while securing the

entire path. Transmission capacity is wasted because circuit

switching of voice uses approximately 40 percent of the entire

channel capacity(10:1479). The greatest advantage of circuit

switciing over other s.-iitchig techniques is the more efficient

handling of extremely long messages.

Packet Switching. "Contrary to circuit switching, packet

switching involves moving information from place to place on an as-

needed basis, where the amount of information and the end points

change with time."(56:3-4). Packet switching is a very popular

alternative to circuit switching for data communications. rhis form

of data communications has grown rapidly since the experimental

packet switched ARPANET was established in 1966 to connect the System

Development Corporation and MIT Lincoln Laboratory(2:5). The

experimental packet switched ARPANEf now services Institutions all

, 4over the United States (2:5). rhe packet switching form addressed in

this thesis is also called "store and forward" switching. Voice and

data are digitized, broken down into packets and routed through the

network using store and forward procedures(39:8). A packet is sent

7



from node to node and stored in a queue at each intermediate node,

then forwarded to the next node until reaching its final destination.

Digitized voice and data packets are queued at intermediate nodes

until an outgoing channel is available. Packet switching provides

higher channel utilization and greater flexibility than circuit

switching. Packet switching has two significant limitations

affecting its usage. the first of these limitations, lessened by the

rapid advances of technology, is the need for substantial computer

processing (36:25). More complex computer processing Is required in

packet switching than circuit switching because of the need to

control intermediate switching nodes. the other limitation is real

time traffic delay characteristic of digitized voice conversations.

Delay of voice packets must be very low in order to maintain the

quality of speech acceptable to meet user requirements. Although a

tradeoff exists when considering voice packetization, speech quality

is tne ultimate goal. Minimizing delay requires decreasing the

packet size, however high utilization requires increasing the packet

size(63:697). In the ARPANEf experiment by C. Weinstein and J.

Forgie(6'3), the largest packet size which the network could

consistently transmit was IOJms-200ms in length with five to ten

packet arrivals per second(68:967). This study proved the

possibility of transmitting digitized voice over a packet switching

communications link. With rapidlly improving techniques there is a

high probability of efficiently digitizing voice over a packet

switched network. Packet switching has the potential of providing

efficient communications for voice and data(31:1568). Packet

switching offers significant advantages with lower delay times,

8
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reduced network costs, and the ability to adjust to various message

sizes. The key disadvantage of packet switching is the transmission

of extremely long messages. As the message size increases so does

the buffer capacity and the probability of packet loss.

Hybrid Switching. iybrid switching, the combination of circuit

and pacKet switching, can also 6e a good alternative. rae use of

hybrid switching allows a circuit switched path for voice and a

packet switched path for data. The benefit of this technique is the

use of the circuit switched path for the transmissicn of data packets

when voice is not being transmitted. There are several methods of

intagrating circuit and packet switching. the method discussed in

this study is the multiplexer approach discussed by Gitnan(29). The

multiplexer approach uses a single channel between all nodes. This

channel is partitioned into frames using synchronization. Each

frame is then divided into two separate regions to accommodate

circuit switched traffic in one and packet switched traffic in the

other(29:1290). The multiplexer approach integrates digitized voice

and data using circuit switching in one frame and digitized data by

packet switching in the other frame. This configuration allows data

traffic to be transmitted over the unused portion of channel capacity

normally dedicated to voice traffic(7i:696-697). the use of the idle

time found in the circuit switched frame leads to a reduction in

packet delay time. This approach to hybrid switching utilizes the

best advantages of circuit and packet switching and acquires some new

disadvantages. If data is not sent over the circuit switched path

then the network maintains the circuit switched characteristic of

9



wasted resources and higher delay time. On the other hand, If data

is integrated on the voice path the network requires a more

complicated method of controlling the data flowing over the

communication path.

Conclusion. rhere has been a great deal of research concerning

voice and data integ-ration and the various switching techniques. An

analysis of the voice and data integrated networks versus separate

voice and data networks using the different switching techniques was

necessary to determine the best approach to voice and data

communications networks. In order to accomplish this task it was

imnportant to establish the performance criteria to be evaluated and

the method of evaluation. Chapter 11 discusses the necessary

criteria and evaluation techniques for determining the best means of

voice and data co-mmunications.



HI. Performance Analysis

This chapter discusses performance evaluation and measurement

involved with making integrated and noninitegrated voice and data

network models. *the procedures accomplished i,- the chapter are two

fold. 'the first part discusses performance criteria and measurement

techniques necessary to analyze delay, throughput, and cost in voice

and data netwzorks. The second part of this chapter uses specific

network data and measurement techniques to analyze the performance of

* three specific network topologies. This mathematical performance

will be used to verify the accuracy of simulation models in a later

chapter.

Performance Evaluation Criteria

NetworK performance is usually measured in terms of throughput,

delay and cost. Voice and data intagrated networks are specifically

analyzed, in the research, using quality of speech and loss of speech

packets. Other performance checks considered in this evaluation are

buffer capacity and utilization. the ultimate goal in network

performance Is to achieve high throughput, low delay and low cost.

Based on present day technology the ultimate goal is rather

unrealistic to achieve, because lower delay and higher throughput

lead to higher cost. rhe relationships of these three network

performance measures will be analyzed with respect to Integrated and

nonintegrated voice and data networks.



Throughput is based on channel capacity, packet overhead and

service rate. Service rate is directly proportional to channel

capacity and overhead. Total delay is broken down into queuing

delay, packet delay, and circuit delay. Queuing delay is the time a

packet waits to be processed at a particular node. Packet delay is

the time to service a packet, and transmit it to the next node.

Circuit delay time is the time it takes to set up the entire message

path, the time to signal the message transmission to begin, and the

time to transmit the message and release the transmission path. Cost

analysis can be approached in many ways. In this analysis cost

perfornance included switching costs, tariff (mileage) costs and

voice digitization costs. Switching cost was a set cost based on the

number and type of each switch in the network. Tariff (mileage) cost

was a Dase rate cost plus incremental node to node milage costs.

Voice digitization cost is based on the rate of digitization. It is

important to remember that although cost is important, meeting the

requirement of the network is the key concern.

There are two key factors which affect speech encoding in

communications networks. These two factors are speech quality and

speech packet loss(33). The quality of speech is primarily

determined by the voice digitization rate used to send voice packets

over a communication path(13:109). Speech quality is also affected

by the prioritizatlon used for a particular circuit. The second

factor, the loss of speech packets can be detrimental to a

conversation. The loss of speech packets depended on buffer

capacity, prioritiztion of voice and data , and the service rate. In

order to convert from the analog voice communications to digitized

12



voice communications speech quality must be as high or higher than

presently used analog voice networks.

The other two performance criteria which affect network

performance are buffer capacity and utilization. Buffer capacity

affects the pacKet loss of a network. In this study buffer capacity

was kept as s:all as possible without increasing speech packet loss

to unacceptable levels. Utilization is another tool used to check

the network. Utilization is a ratio of arrival rates to service

rates at a node and shows whether a communications path is efficently

used or not.

Three important categories of performance criteria are user

demands, manager demands and designer demands (4U:13). Although the

demands of these three categories are different their ultimate goal

is similar. The users view emphasizes friendliness, speed, low cost,

" and security. rhe manager view is that of a cost-pertormance

tradeoff oriented towards high utilization, throughput, aud power.

Of the three demands tnle designers view gives the more unbiased point

of view. The designer is concerned with efficiency and accuracy.

With the aoility to vary certain input parameters, within the

simulation model, it is possible to determine the effect tnat

specific performance criteria have on each of the three views.

Maximization of each view will show the effects that changes in one

view have on the other views.

User View. The user's view of a network is quite different from

that of the manager or designer. In order to meet user needs it is

important to first reduce total delay time. The reduction of delay

13



can occur in several ways. Queulng delay can be reduced by increased

commuaications paths to prevent bottlenecks, nowever this increases

system cost. This type of delay is also decreased by faster service

rates or slower arrival rates. Packet delay time is coinprised of two

factors, packet service time and the time required for a packet to

travel from node to node. Packet service time is the time required

at a node to process a packet. the time to service a packet is based

on the node service rate and the packet size. £he other factor of

packet delay time is affected by the distance a packet must travel.

Depending on circuit use a pacKet may have to take a longer route to

its destination. In this study, an assumption is made that a certain

percenLtae of pac&ets take the shortest patii to destination and the

* rest of the packets take the shortest path plus an additional hop to

adestination. An increased percent3ge of the shortest path versus one

or more additional hops reduces packet delay. Packet delay, as well

as circuit delay is reduced by decreasing the header, packet, or

message size. Reducing the header reduces the packet size without

increasing the number of pacKets and therefore decreases delay. A

decrease in packet size without decreasing message size leads to an

increased number of packets. rhis can increase the probability of

packet loss in a situation with small queue lengths.

Another important consideration for the user is the ease with

which a network can be used. rwo key parameters which affect this

concept are header size and availability. Increased header size

yields a friendlier network. ""Friendliness" means how easy a

network is to interact with(4J:19)". When header size is increased

so is packet size and packet delay. Availability on the other hand

14
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can lead to more communication paths or faster service rates,

therefore iacreased costs.

Security and voice digitization rates are also key considerations

of the user. Security denies unauthorized access to a users data and

transmissions. It is easier to secure a digitized voice than it is

to secure analog voice. "Analog speech can be scrambled, but the

sophistication and low cost of digital encoding techniques make the

digital more attractive(13:113)." Security is also affected by the

rate at which voice is digitized. the lower the voice digitization

rate the easier it is encrypt and decrypt a channel.

Eucryption/decryption is easier because there is less to encrypt or

decrypt(43:2)2). Low voice rates also provide greater storage

capability. At 64.'bps a device with 640K bits of memory can store

ten seconds of digitized speech, where at 800bps the same device can

store 13 minutes of digitized speech(13:1l3). Problems arise as

voice digitization rates decrease. As voice rates decrease so does

speech quality. Tn voice networks speech quality is an important

consideration for the user(40:l)). there are many user tradeoffs and

considerations when designing a voice and data network. Many

contradictions are seen while analyzing the user's point of view.

The user's point of view is suigmarized in iaole 1.

13
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TABLE I

USE& JLMAD rRAEJOEFS IN A VOICE A O DAFA IxL-0"RgAED NEfEOOK

Demand rradeoff

decrease delay increase cost and/or communication paths
increase service rate

increase header increase friendliness, increase cost,
increase delay, increase packet size

decrease queue size increase prouability of packet loss
decrease cost of nodes

decrease packet increase queue size
information size decrease packet service time

increase availability increase service rate and/or

communication paths, increase cost

decrease voice increase security(encrypt/decrypt),
digitization rate decrease speed quality, increase probability

to send voice and data over same the channel

circuit, increase number of voice channels
over the same circuit.

Aanager View. From a network inanager-s point of view, an

important goal is the maximization of the use of network

resources(40:19). Two key performance measures of importance to the

manaser are throughput and delay. A ratio of throughput to total

delay gives the best management tool for performance measurement,

power (40:19). The manager seeks to achieve maximum power by

increasing throughpLft or reducing delay. Power is also beneficial

to the needs of the user because increased power requires reduced
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delay for given throughput.

Voice packet loss i3 another measure used by the manager. Due to

the characteristics of voice communication, excessive packet loss

cannot be tolerated. When too many voice packets are lost the

quality of speech degrades to an unintelligible level. Voice packet

loss can occur when a packet attempts to enter a full queue and gets

kicked out of the systema. £he problem of packet loss can be solved

in three ways. lhe first way to stop pacKet loss is to use larger

queues, however this is quite expensive. The second means of

preventing speecn packet loss is with the use of a priority system of

speech over data. Problems still occur if the queue is filled with
S

voice packets and another voice packet attempts to enter the queue.

£his method not only causes the loss of a voice packet but possibly a

larger number of data packets. fiie final means of solving the speech

* packet problem is to use a dedicated path for voice packets.

Three approaches are discussed in this study which permits

analysis of different criteria critical to network design. Even

though the manager is concerned about the user he is more dedicated

to network performance. An example of this can be taken from the

users view discussion of increased overhead. rhere is a tradeoff

between the user and manager concerning overhead and delay. rhe user

desires the network to be as friendly as possible without bringing

delay too high. rhe manager though concerned about user friendliness

wants to keep delay to a minimum. Both user and manager seek to

improve the network, even though these approaches differ.

Designer View. The designer compares the actual network

17



perrormance with the predicted performance(40:20). This includes

emphasis on efficiency and effectiveness of performance criteria. An

analysis of network efficiency shows areas which can be changed to

Improve overall performance. rhe efficiency of specific parts of the

network are analyzed to determine performance criteria minimums and

maximums. One particular method to check efficiency is by running

the siMulation model to find the minimum queue capacity necessary for

desired output at each node. rhis type of evaluation is important

because of the large cost involved with increased buffer capacity. A

mathematical simulation analysis helps enhance network performance

and keep cost to a minimum. the designer uses simulation models to

check efficiency and accuracy of networks which are too difficult to

check mathematically. A mathematical analysis can be used to check

4specific performance areas and to verify tne output of a simulation

model. In an integrated voice and data network the designer, like

the manager, is concerned with speech packet loss. rhe designer must

use speech packet loss probability when checking the efficiency of

the network. Both time interval between packets and the size of

packets are important factors in reducing speech packet loss(63:963).

rhese factors can be adjusted easily with a simulation model by

*changing other criteria.

?e-rfocinance Evaluation Mieasurement

this section introduces measurement techniques that were used to

perform analytical performance evaluations of voice and data in

integrated and nonintegrated networks. Three voice and data

13



communications networks were discussed in the mathematical analysis.

the purpose of this analysis was to gather information on voice and

data networks and use this information to create a simulation model.

Using the created simulation model it was possible to study the

different criteria and their effect on network performance. 'This

section also gives a description of the method of analytical

measurement followed by a brief discussion of three network

topologies and the variables used in the actual measurement.

Finally, a mathemnatical analysis using specified variables was

discussed.

Measurement Approach. The overall measurement approach includes

the analysis of delay, throughput, power, buffer capacity and cost in

a network. The first and largest area to be addressed when

discussing measurement approaches is delay tiwe. Circuit switched

delay and packet switched delay are discussed for voice and data

networks. rhc integrated voice and data networks are analyzed both

using priority traffic and using a first come first serve(FIFO)

queuing scheme. !he A/AI/l queueing theory is used in this study.

Prioritizing voice over data or data over voice requires a

different measurement approach than FIFO. fhe analysis for

determining delay time using prioritized voice and data is shown in

two steps. the first step shows delay time equations for voice,

priority (1), and data, priority (2), separately. The second step

shows delay time for prioritized voice and data in a combined form.

The priority scheme used in the following equations is subscript I

for priority (I) and subscript 2 for priority (2). Priority queueing
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time is given as follows( i:lz7)

( . A / C )+( p / c)
E(wl)seconds= 1 1 2 2 (2.1)

I-P

rhe second priority queueing time is represented by

( P / C )+( P i M C )

E(w2)seconds= 1 1 2 2 (2.2)

1- P )( 1- P - p )
2 1 2

rhe average waiting time of priority (1) messages is shorter than

priority (2) messages. A priority (1) message enters the queue in

front of all priority (2) messages except one which is already being

processed. Considering the two priority classes with exponentially

distributed message lengths the average wait time is (61:128)

( P / A C )+( P / M C )
E(; %)seconds= 1 1 2 2 (2.3)

1-P

where
PI = utilization of voice traffic percentage
P 2 = utilization of data traffic percent-a

Al = service rate of voice traific in seconds/bit
$2 = service rate of data traffic in seconds/bit
C = channel capacity in bits per second
w = denotes waiting time
P = total utilization of the system

To find the average delay time of the entire system, the waiting time

must be added to the average service time. Since the service rate

for the study is the same for each priority then the average service

time is determined by message transmission time (I/;&) and channel

S capacity (C). The equation for average service time is (4:170)

20
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average I
service time (I)= (2.4)

Combining equations (2.3) and (2.4) gives the total average delay

time in a prioritized network(61:L27)

I
E(t) seconds = E(d) + (2.5)

where
t = denotes total delay time in system

When using this approach the time delay of higher priority messages

is reduced at the expense oi lower priority massages(61:126).

The approach is different when prioritization is not a factor.

Average delay ti-ne is combined for voice and data using the FIFO

approach. The average delay including service time at each node is

(65:62)

d(i) seconds = (2.6)

4(i)* C - \(i)

In these equations

P = utilization in percentage
C = channel capacity in bits per second

= service rate in seconds per bit
A = arrival rate in bits per second
i = number of the node

The Kermani and Kleinrock study (42) presents a similar equation for

average node delay. The equation is (42:1053)
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(Ia + Ih)/ C
f seconds = (2.7)

I- A(im + ih)/ C

where
Im = message size in bits
la = header size in bits
C = channel capacity in bits per second

arrival rate in bits per second of messages

The difference between equation (2.6) and (2.7) is that equation

(2.7) accounts for a header containing the destination address of the

message being transmitted. Ker~ani and Kleinrock(42) make the

assumption that the service time equals the message size [( I/ /1 ) =

Iml. Using tne assumption [1/ L n + 1h], equations (2.6) and

(2.7) are equal. In order to find the average end to end delay for

transmission of a message thruugh a system, equation (2.7) is

ultiplied by the number of node3 (nh) in the messages path(42:1053)

(LiL + Ih)/ C
T(tot) seconds = nh (2.3)

1 - A (In + In)/ C

where
nh = number of nodes in a message patn

i(tot)= total message delay

Equation (2.6) is used in this study for calculating the average

delay for a message/packet switched communications networks.

The otner half of packet delay is concerned with the reliability

of the network. "One of the requirements usually imposed on computer

networks is that they be reliable, even in the face of unreliable

lP's and lines(65:36)." A network must have redundant paths in

order to attain this reliability. rhese redundant lines will not
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always be the sane length as the initial path, therefore presenting

the possibility of lower performance(65:36). In order to reduce

costs and delay time on a system the message path used should oe the

shortest path to the destination. Due to line and node failures, it

was impractical to assume that all messages always take the shortest

path to destination. To account for the use of these redundant lines

a method to implI;ent path percentages was used in this study.

Adding an additional node si.ulates a redundant communications line.

For the analytical model, routiag through additional nodes was

calculated into tne overall delay. In order to obtain the effect of

taking a redundant, longer path, a certain percentage of the entities

to oe evaluated were routed over the redundant path. In the

mathematical analysis phase the proaability of taking the shortest

path is seventy five percent and tie probaoility of tating tihe

redundant path wita one additional hop is twenty five percent. One

out oi every four packets was routed through the additional node and

the delay time was added to its overall delay.

This method of evaluating the effect of a packet not taking the

shortest path has its limitations. First of all, tne redundant path

was limited to only one additional node. This was due to the

additional calculations required in mathematical analysis and the

coding required in the simulation analysis for each node added to the

network. fhe second limitation was the percentage of packets routed

through the additional node. In an actual system the percentage of

packets which traveled over the redundant path depends on the traffic

intensity of the shortest path. Since there was no available means

of determiniLag these redundant path percentages an analysis of a wide
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range of possioilities is necessary. These percentages were altered

in the simulation analysis to observe the effects of packets which

did not take the shortest path to destination.

fhe third type of delay involved the time to set up and send

information over a complete end to end path. rhis type of delay is

found in circuit switched networks. I'he time to transmit the channel

reservation signal for a circuit switched chanael is (42:1054)

In ;T h
1h seconds = nh (2.9)

C

fhis delay time is based on the number of node to node paths (.1h)

between start and destination of a message. Once the path has been

reserved the message is transmitted in one hcp fashion to its

destinacica. The time to transmit the roquest or transmission

signal, the channel release signal, and the message is given by the

equation (41:1054)

2 Ih * h + Im
rr seconds = (2.10)

C

fne two previous equations give the entire time required to send a

message over the entire circuit to destination. rhese equations have

the variables

Ih - header size in bits
Wh = number of channels available
C = channel capacity in bits per second
In = message size in bits
nh - numper of node to node paths
_h - delay tine of the header
fr - delay time of message transmission
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rhe total delay for a circuit switched node is

fcs (seconds) = fh + Er (2.i1),

where
rcs = delay time of circuit switched node

fotal delay tine for a communications network is a combination of

these delay equations depending on the particular netwcrk design

used. The maximum delay time for networks with two separate circuits

was the larger of the two average delay times. For example, in the

network with the circuit switched voice model and packet switched

data model the larger delay produced by these two models was the

total overall delay for the network.

Throughput is an important measurement in a communications

network. Average throughput is a ratio of the average number of

messages or pacKets in the system to the average overall delay time

of a system. the average number of messages in the system and the

average system deiay was calculated to determine throughput. rhe

average number of messages or packets in the system was given by

equation (4:i7U)

n P (2.12)

i-P

A stable environment throughput for a node is equal to the number of

arrivals at that node. The equation for throughput is

n
Tput (2.13)
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where
n=the number of packets in the system

= the average delay time of the system

Anotner equation used to check performance of the system is power.

Power is a tool used by the manager to measure throughput and delay.

rhe manager is coacerned with throughput and the user witn delay.

Using power as a performance measurement allows the manager to

improve his network performance and at the same time please the

user(40:lg). the equation is(40:19)

power = throughput/total delay (2.14)

3uffer capacity is another important measurement because of the

effects it has on delay, cost and availabl1ity. In this study buffer

capacity was determined by the probability of rejection of a packet.

Accordiag to Forge ana Nemeth, if the probability of packet loss is

kept small, on the orler of one percent, then users will find voice

communications to be acceptable(23:38.2-44). The probability of

rejection was specified oy allowing only a specific number (K)

messages to be waitlag in a queue at a given time. A reasoaable

buffer length (.) such that (4:170)

Pt K or more waiting I = Pt K+l in the system I

:S Probability of message rejection

p(K+I) < Probability of message rejection(PIR)

in PRi

In P

26
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Ihe final measuretent of this study was cost. fhe three areas of

cost measurement was switching cost, tariff (mileage) costs ano voice

digitization cost. Switching cost was determined using the

equation( 14: 352-353)

Sc = C*Ac + P)'p + H*Th (2.16)

where

C*Nc = circuit cost * number of circuit switches
P*ap = packet cost * number of packet switcnes
H*Nh = hybrid cost * number of hybrid switches

rariff (xileage) cost is a set rate cost plus costs based on

distances between nodes. voica digitization cost was based on the a

set rate for each voice digitization rate (VD&). Overall cost was

the summation of the three types of cost(31:1555).

fatal cost = Switching cost + fariff cost + M.TD cost (2.16)

Accuracy in calculating cost was very difficult due to rapidly

changing technology and costs(31:1552). rhis analysis gave a general

idea of cost comparison tetween different switching techniques,

distances and speech encoding rates.

Performance Approaches. rhis portion of the analysis discusses

thrce network designs. Ihe three network topologies are, a network

configuration with separate communication paths for voice and data; a

network with voice and data queued over the same path; and a network

configured with voice and interactive data over one path and bulk

data over another patn. rhe first network topology uses separate

communication paths for voice and data. Voice uses a circuit
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switcned network design for digital voice traffic and data uses a

packet swltched network design for digital traffic.

A circuit switched network establishes a complete end to end

communications path from source to destination prior to transmitting

a mes3age. A channel reservation signal' travels node by node through

a network reserving the communication path as it goes. rhe channel

reservation signal queues at each node until the node is available,

this is called queueing delay. Once the signal enters the node it is

serviced,the node added to the reserve path and the packet sent to

the next node. the time to be serviced is the service time. When

tne channel reservation signal reaches the desired destination the

path is complete and a request for transmit signal is sent back to

the source node. Since the path is already reserved this request for

transmit signal is only affected by a single servicing. The request

for transmit signal travels from destination to source node in a

single hop oeing serviced one time with no queueing delay. When the

signal reaches the source node the mnessage is transmitted in the same

fashion as the request for transmit signal except In the opposite

direction. rhe message is not affected by queueing delay, because

the channel was reserved. Unce the mcssage Is received at the

destination node a channel release signal is sent along the path to

iLee tie comzmunications )ath for other trairic. [he channel release

signaL, li~e the request tor transmission signal and the message

transnIsslun signal, is only servicel unce. arce the channel is

released one message trinsmisslon is completed. A circuit switched

:ujel is ased to represent the circuit swiLcheJ network for voice(see

Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Circuit Switched Model for Voice

Nods I through 7 represent actual network nodes with ( X )

arrivals at each nooe. !he destination of the message determines

where node 8 (output) is connected. For example, if the destination

of a message originating Zt node 1 is node 3 then the output noule,

antLotated as node 3, is connected to node 3. Nlode 8 is not a network

_ node but an output node to collect statistics on networK performance.
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* .. An analysis of this circuit includes checki the output node at

five possible destinations.

lhe packet switcned network transmits packets of voice and or

data node by node over a communications path. Voice and data

messages are uroken down into specified packet sizes and transmitted

through the network and reassembled at the destination. These

packets have headers which carry the destination address. Packets

are received and serviced by each node. Once the next node becomes

available the packet is sent on until the pacxet reaches its

destination. The first networK topology uses a packet switched model

for sending all data(see Figure 2).

3
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Figure 2. Packet Switched Model for Data

Tne design of this circuit has 6 network nodes with arrivals
(A). Node 2 is an alternate node for routing twenty five percent of

the traffic over a redundant path with one additional node. The rest

of the traffic took the shortest path to destination skipping node 2.

Nodes 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are primary nodes, the shortest path to

- destination. rhe packet switched model used output node 9 as a



logical node to gather statistics on the networks performaace.

The second network topolol~y used a packet switched model to

represent a packet switched network for transmitting digitized voice

and data over the same pati(see Figure 3). The packet switched model

shown in Figure 3 performs the same as the packet switched model of

Figure 2 except it has three arrivals.
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The network design shown in Figure 3 integrates voice, interactive

data and bulx. data over the same circuit. Voice is digitized for

this network. Interactive and bulk data are separated because of the

differences in message size. Enis design allows voice to be

prioritzed over data to prevent excessive voice delay or allow a FIFO

scheme to be used. The network nodes are 5,10,13,20,25,30 and 35.

Node 10 is an alternate node for routing the percentage of traffic

which travels an additional node to its destination. Messages which

take the shortest path to destination skip node 10. This network

design permits the percentage of voice to data and interactive to

bulk data to oe changed to evaluate the effect these percentages have

on netaork performance. Arrival rates for voice, interactive data

and bulk data are noted on the figure by, X v, Xi and X b,

0 respectively. Node 36 is an output node for collecting statistical

information on network performance. this logical node can be

connected to any network node to check network performance at a

particular location.

Lie third network is a combination of the first two networ~s. A

packet switched network model is used for bulk data and a packet

switched network model is used for combined digital voice and

interactive data. £he packet switched model used for bulk data is

identical to the packet switched model found in Figure 2(see figure

4).
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[his packet switched desigoi uses the same roucin- and output

cajabilities as Figure 2. The difference is the arrival rate to each

aoc~e.

* A voice and data integrated topology sirniliar to Figure 3 is used

for tne voice and interactive data of the th~ird network desiZ~n(see

Figure 5).
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same circuit. fhe network nodes are 3,,9,12,,13 2. ode

is the alternate path node used to route the perccatage of traffic

which uses on additional node to get to its destination. Shortest

path aessages go frou node 3 to node 9. This network allows

prioritization of voice over data as well as the capability to alter

the percentages of voice and interactive data through the network.

This was done from the logical nodes which enter each network node.

Arrival rates which enter tl logical nodes for voice and interactive

data are denoted by X v and A i, respectively. Node 22 is the output

node for collecting statistics on network performance. rhis logical

0 node was used to checK network perfociiance at each network node. The

percentages of voice versus data was altered to determine the effect

on network performance. rhe same path routing and output

capacilities as in previous designs were used in this model.

All three network topologies represent actual or possible network

implementations. rne first network simulates present day separated

analog voice and digital data systems. The model shown in Figure 1

represents the analog voice circuit switched network. rhe packet

switched model of Figure 2 is modelel after the digital data network

know as tie D)A. fhe second and third network models simulate

alternative approaches to future voice and data communicatior

networks. rhese sim ulation models were used to analyze various

performance criteria to determine the best approach for voice and

data communications

Performance Variables. Performance variables for this analysis

Swere taken from research studies of the Defense Data Aetwork(13,19),
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personal intervieas(50,59), and DOD communications research(30,31).

these particular variaolos are used ia order to verify and validate

the simulation models. Performance variables were broken down into

five major categories. These categories are packet information,

arrival rates, service rates, voice information, percentage variables

and cost.

[he first category of perforaiaace varlaules are message and

packet information. fhe average voice message size used in this

study was assumed to be packet length. Tie message/packet size was

set to different sizes and therefore changing the service rates using

equations (2.9) and (2.10). rhis assumption whicn sets voice message

size equal to packet length was necessary for compariscn of tile

different networks. bata traffic maintained a 40 bit message size

for interactive data and a 23,200 bit message size for bulk data(5)).

The large message size of bulk data does not have a detrimental

effect on the arrival rate and service rate because only 6.3 percent

of messages were bulk dat3 with 93.7 perceat interactive data

messages(19). [he packet size selected for this data is 2043

bits(5). ihis packet carries 192U bits of message information and

123 bits of header.

Arrival rates for the simulation models were calculated using the

message/packet informatio, and the average arrival rate of messages

into the DDN. The average DON arrival rate is 20 packets per

second(50). Since tqo of the simulation models use separate arrivals

for interactive and bulk data it is important to determine these

arrival rates. Interactive data messages average 40 bits in length

wnich was less than packet information size. Since interactive data
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messages were less than packet size, packet size was used for

interactive data arrival rate calculations. Bulk data iessage size

was converted to packets by dividing 23,2J0 bits by 1920 bits, wahich

gives a message size ot 12.03 packets. For routing purposes a

control packet was required for each message packet being

transmitted. Aultiplying the message size in packets by two, to

account for control packets, and then multiplying by the percentage

of interactive and bulk inessages arrivals gave the number of packets

arriving for a given a time period. In a given a time period

152.20i packets of oulk data and 1.7.4 packets of interactive data

arrive for a total of 339.603 ?ackets. Using an arrival rate of 20

packets per second, tue JdM average for data, and multiplying it by

the ratio of interactive and uulk packets to the total number of

pac4,ets gave arrival rates for iateractive and bulk data. [he

arrival rate for interactive was 11.U4 packets per second and the

arrival rate for bul& data was 3.96 packets per second. £he arrival

rate of voice was assumed to oe equal to the total number arrivals

of data, 20 2acKets per second.

Service rates were determined based on the average service rates

of the DDN and the calculated service rates on the circuit switched

model. The average service rate used for all packet switched nodes

was 333 packets per second(5U). Circuit switched service rates for

network model shown in Figure I was calculated based on equations

(2.9) and (2.10). ihe service rate for the channel reservation

signal was .0023 seconds per packets from equation (2.9). The

service rate for the message transmission, request for transmission

signal, and channel release signal was .033g seconds per packet from
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equation (2.10. Lhe service rate tor the message transmission anJ

chaanel release signal was based on messages of one packet lengtn.

For messages greater than packet length the service rate changes.

both circuit switched service rates chang:e based on packet and header

size.

Voice infor ation included a discussion of voice digitization

rates and the percentage of voice versus data. Voice digitization

rates were based on available channel capacity. Some voice

digitization rates are 2.1 kilo-blts/second, lu kilo-bits/second, 32

kilo-6its/second, and 64 kilo-bits/second. For this study voice

dijitizatlon rates were assumed to be equal to 56 KIbps, the backbone

cnannel capacity for tne OL)N. £he voice digitization rate can oe

altered by changing the number of servers at each node of the

simulatioLn nodIl. Also important to tiIe analysis of voice was the

percentage of voice and data transmitted over a channel. In a study

by Calaorese(d), ti.! highest percentage of voice over data was thirty

percent which was extremely low based on present day communications.

Cowparison of present traffic needs show tne voice traffic load was

greater than data and possibly be as high as 80 to 95 percent(2:59).

fhis analysis used percentages which range from ninety percent voice

and ten percent data to ten percent voice and ninety percent data.

Prioritization of voice and data was also important to this study.

the analysis included delay time calculated with and without voice

prioritized over data. The channel capacity used 56 kilo-

bits/second, the backbone channel capacity for the DDA.

The percentage of bulK versus interactive data, the percentage of

path algorithm and the probability of rejection was necessary to
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evaluate the effect inanges in tle quantities of voice and data have

on network performance. Using percentages to control the flow of

interactive and bulk data allowed one to be prioritized over the

other. in this research tile percentage of interactive versus bulK

data ranged from 90 percent interactive and 10 percent bulk to 10

percent interactive and 90 percent bulk. 'he percentage for path

algoritha was used to see the effect of path routing on network

performance. fhe ratic for shortest paLh an ove additional hop path

was 75 percent shortest path and 25 percent longest path. The third

area of analysis using percentage varlables is prcbaullit/ of

_ rejection. the probability of r.essage rejection is tile percentage of

messages or packets lost given a specific buffer capacity. According

to the Forgie and Nemeth study (23) a probability of rejection of one

Ipercent is within acceptaole standards for the user. These

-I percentage variables provide insight to changes of network message

flow which allow the user to select the best approach based on given

requirements.

the final category of performaance variables, cost, was divided

into three sections. rhe three sections were switching cost,

tariff(mileage) cost and voice digitization cost. Switching costs

were based on a ratio of cost to channel capacity taken from the Chou

study(14). the circuit switch ratio is $750K/2J0Kbps. fhe packet

switch ratio is $125,Z/10GKbps. rhe hybrid switch ratio is

$170&/240Kbps. Tariff(inileage) costs were based on a telephone

interview with Prishavalco(50). This cost starts with a base rate of

2J,745 dollars annually. Mileage cost was calculated using faole 2.
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TABLE 2

rARIFF(MiILEACE) COSTS

Cost Mileage

$ 155.40 1 - 15 ml

$ 129.60 15 - 25 mi

$ 97.20 25 - 100 ml

$ 56.40 100 - lO00mt

$ 34.8C 1000 - up fii

Distances were calculated based on possible locations in the

DDN(50)(see Figure 6).

25mi 75mi lO0mi O0mi lOQ0mi.

Figure 6. Node milages

The costs are taken from a discussion with Mr. John Salerno(59). The

cost rate for digital voice transmitted over a circuit switched path

is approximately 350 thousand dollars per node. fhe packet switched

node for data transmission is 40 thousand dollars per node. In order

to send digital voice over a packet switcned network the cost is

increased by 400 thousand dollars per node to account for digital
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voice and "silent period detection". The hybrid switched node is a

sum of the circuit switched costs for voice and the packet switched

costs for data, totalling 390 thousand dollars.

Mathematical Analysis

r'he mathematical model was an analytical tool used to verify the

simulation model results. rhis analysis was based on the equations,

specific performance criteria, and the three network topologies

previously discussed in this chapter. The results which were of the

most importance in this analysis were delay time, throughput, power

and cost. Since throughput and power were determined using delay

time then the criterion delay time was a key factor for verification

of the simulation models. Specific constants were necessary in order

C to evaluate delay time in the mathematical analysis and the

simulation models. fhe constants for the mathematical and simulation

models were traffic Intensity, percentage of path algorithm, arrival

rates and service rates. This section discusses the mathematical

analysis of the results which was used for the verification of the

simulation models.

rhe first constant to evaluate in the Mi3te,iatical analysis was

traffic intensity. It was important to iaintain a constant traffic

Imitensitv In order to evaluate the performance of a network with

respect to tne tine a aessage takes to travel from source to

1viatinatiol. Zscn of Lne tnree -iven networks consist of six

pur.,iaent nodes. rhe packet switched network Included a seventh node

which was the node used for alternate path routing. rhe alternate
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node was never used as a possible destination. If a message was

routed through the network it was equally likely the message

terminated at any of the six possible permanent destinations. In the

same respect, arrivals at node 2 terminated equally at each of the

next five destinations and so forth. In order to maintain a constant

traffic inteasity only 5/6 of message arriving at the second

permanent node were transmitted to the third permanent node.

Similarly, only 4/D of messages arriving at node 3 were transmitted

to node 4, 3/5 of arriving iiessages at node 4 were transmitted to

node 5, 2/3 of arriving messages at node 5 were transmitted to node

b, and 1/2 of arriving messages at node 6 were output. Since

external messages arrived at the same rate to all nodes this wetnod

was necessary to maintain a constant traftic intensity.

It was necessary tc determine utilization for a network in order

to find maximum queue length using the rejection probability. A

value of P ..Y was randomly assumed to determine maximum queue

lengths. rne use of the percentage of arrivals output at eacI node

arid an initial P= .73 gave tne external traffic intensities in Table

3. Using a probability of rejection of one percent, specified

traffic intensities aud equation (2.13) tie queue length at a

particular node was determined. ihe largest possible queue length

allowed at each node to maictain less than a one percent possibility

of rejection is specified in 1'able 3. Since all packet switched

models used the same values of p , then the maximum queue length was

the same.
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fA6LE 3

EXIERNAL TRAiFIC ijfZNSIrY AND QUEUE LEACTH

a) External Traffic Intensities for Circuit Switched Design

Jodei#: 1 2 3 4 5 6

p .75 .125 .15 .1875 .25 .375

b) External £raffic Intensities for Packet Switched Design

Node#: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

:.5b25 .75 .125 .15 .1375 .25 .375

c) Queue Lengths for each Node

Node#: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Queue
Capacity
at K=1% 16 16 2 2 3 4

rhe path algorithm percentage was based on the number of messages

which took tho shortest path to destination versus the percentage of

messages which took an additional hop enroute to destination. rhe

prooability of messages taking the shortest path depended on

availability of nodes. For this study it was assumed that only 75

percent of all packets take the shortest path to destination. The

other 25 percent of messages go through the alternate node enroute to

destination. Tihe path algorithm was only significant to the packet

switched networks for this analysis.

the first network to be analyzed is shown in Figure I and 2.

rhis network conaists of a circuit switched model for voice and a

packet switched model for data. The circuit switched model used
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equations (2.9) and (2.11) to calculate average delay time required

for a message to reach destination node 6. the external arrival

rates for each node was 20 packets per second. £his arrival rate is

based on the assumption that the message size was 1920 bits and the

header was 123 bits as described in the performance criteria section.

Lsing equation (2.9) the calculated delay timge was the time it takes

to reserve each individual node to node link, .0022357 seconds.

M'ultiplyin, this time by 6 gives .0136143 seconds, the time to

reserve the entire path. The time to request transmission, transmit

tne message and release the communication path was .0383571 seconds

* using equation (2.11). rhe total time to transmit a message over the

circuit switched model from node I to node 6 was .0547571 seconds.

The data traffic had an arrival rate of 20 packets per 3econd and a

service rate of 333 pacitets per second at each aoce. Using queuein-

matrix analysis the average delay tine was calculated by determining

the new arrivals at each node and the average node delay using

equation (2.6). Summing the node delay times for all nodes including

the alternate node gave a average delay time of .0232126 seconds for

a packet to travel fro.a node I through node 7. The arrivals, service

rates, and average delay times for the first network are displayed in

lable 3.

The second network consists of a single packet switched model

with three arrivals as shown in Figure 3. rhe arrival rates were 20

packets per second for voice, 11.04 packets per second for

interactive data and 6.9u packets per second for bulk data. The

delay time for this packet swltcned model was calculated using the

,;..ame method as the packet switched model of the first network. Using
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queueiag matrix analysis and equation (2.6) the average delay time

was calculated for the second network for the path node I through

node 7. The averag.e delay for the second network using a service

rate of 333 packets per second was .0260536 seconds. The average

delay for the second nerwork is displayed in [able 3.

Lie tilird network is a comuination of two packet switched models

as shown In Figure 4 and 5. £he first packet switched model of

Figure 4 was for bulk data and had an arrival rate of 8.96 packets

per second with a service rate of 333 packets per second. The

average delay timae for the path from node 1 through node 7 was

.0219396 seconds. [he second model of the third network serviced

digitized voice and interactive data as shown in Figure 5. The

arrival rates for the secend model were 20 packets per second for

voice and 11.04 pacicets per second for interactive data. Using

queueing matrix analysis the average delay time for the path node 1

through node 7 was .0246631 seconds. The performance statistics for

tnis network is also shown in rable 4.
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MLE 4

M AL LE,itICAL ,'!0DEL RnESULTS WITH.OUT PRIORIIES

Network Arrival Service Delay Through-
T ype Iate Rate f ime put
(number) (pkt/sec) (pit/sec) (sec) (pkt/sec)

I
Circuit Switched

Voice Path 20 434.7d .0136143
25.77 .0333571

(TOTAL) .0547571

Packet Switched
Data Path 20 333 .0232125 3.35

2
Packet Switched
(Comnoined Path)
Digital Voice 20
Interactive Data 11.4 333 .0250656 3.35
Bulk Data 3.96

3
Packet Switched
(Combined Path)
Digital Voice 20 333 .0246831 3.45
Interactive Data 11.04

Packet Switched
Data Path 8.96 333 .0219396 3.15

Priorization of voice over data changes the approach to

determining delay time. Delay with priority to one type of arrival

over another was calculated using equations (2.3) and (2.5). In

order to find voice utilization and data utilization it was necessary

to use the equation 0 = A / A , the individual arrival rates for

voice and data, and the overall from Tabla 3. The prioritized

delay time for netwcrks 2 and 3 are shown in Table 5.
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fABLE 5

0 MAfHlEMAHICAL MODEL RESULTS WITil PRIORITIES

Network Service Arrival Rate Delay

rype .&ate Voice Data rime
(number) (pkt/sec) (pkt/sec) (sec)

2
Packet Switched
(combined voice
interactive data
and bulk data) 333 20 20 .02562680

Packet Switched
(combined voice
and interactive
data) 333 20 11.04 .0245951

The cost analysis provided a general idea of comparison of costs

of the different models. The costs analysis is shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

0 CMODEL COSTS

Network Mileage Voice Switching
Type Cost Digitization Cost

(number) (iillions Rate(millions (millions
of dollars) of dollars) of dollars)

I

Circuit Switched
Voice .120d 2.10 1.26

Packet Switched
Data .1208 .240 .4200

2
Packet Switched
(cowbined digital
voice, interactive
data and bulK data) .123S 2.64 .4200

3

?.-cKet Switched
(combined Jigital
voice, ,and
interactive data) .12Ji 2.64 .4200
Oacket Switched
bulk data .1208 .240 .4200
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3ileage resulta were based on actual mileage costs from Eabie 2 and

assuaed miieaea from Figure 5. fhe voice digitization costs were

deterained for 56Kbps using information from the Gitman(30) study.

Switching costs were calculated using ratios of costs to channel

capacity uaed in tne Chou(14) study.

iscus3ion and Results

In the mathematical analysis the average delay time and

throughput results siaow the third network with the lowest delay time,

however the second packet switched path used for bulk data had very

poor utilization. Comparing the packet switched model for bulk data

of the first networK and the pac.eL switched model for bulk data of

the third network show very little difference in delay and throughput

but a large diiference in arrival rates lndicatiag a great deal of

idle time in the uulk data model of the third network. The packet

switched network of the secoad networK indicated a better use of

resources by comparing results and arrival rates with the two bulk

data packet switched models which used lower arrival rates.

Priorization was not a deciding factor between the second and third

network becaua- tere was only one milli-second difference between

their delay times. The significance of the priority analysis was in

the fact that digitized voice was prioritized over data without a

detrimental effect on the average packet delay time. This factor

makes digitized voice networks comparable to networks which have

single circuit switched paths for voice, as shown in the circuit

switched model of the first network.
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[he cost analysis shows saving.s in maintaining separate circuit

switched voice and packet switched data over those networks using

digitized voice. fhe determining factor for digitized voice is the

long term impact of delay tine, throughput and efficient use of

resources. Since results of delay time and throughput are similar

when comparing the use of analog and digitized voice the network

which used its resources more efficiently was the best choice of a

communications network. The second network which integrated

digitized voice and data over a single path offered the better

overall performance results.

Conclusion

Tnese results had significant impact on the following chapters.

0 The key significance of the mathematical analysis results was for

verification and validation of simulation models. rhe results of the

mathematical analysis was used for validation because the results

were based on Inputs from actual communication networks. rhe results

were also used to verify the simulation models. Similar results in

the simulation model to that of the mathematical analysis Indicated

verification of the simulation models.
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ILL. SI 1':ULAflON , k.0)ELS

Introduction

ThiLs chapter discussed the siijulation language selection,

perfor..aance criteria, the design of three voice and data network

simulation models, simulation model modifications and the basic

design of the Simplified Voice frunking Modei(S"I-A). rhe simulation

language must be selected L-sed on availability of a language

compiler, ease of use and kaowledge of the author. Performance

criteria were specified in chapter II, however some adjustments need

to be made to adapt the criteria to the simulation models. The

netWork models simulated were the same as those discussed in chapter

S1i, Figure I through 3.

the first simulated network is comprised of two separate models,

a circuit switched model for voice and a packet suitched model for

comoined data. The second simulated network is a single siatulation

model with veice, interactive data and bulk data arrivals using; the

sarEe path. NetworK three consists of two packet switched models.

rhe first miodel sends voice and interactive data over the same path.

fne second simulation model is used for transniting bulk data.

Simulation model modifications are additions or improvements to allow

more accurate flow control and output results. these simulation

models were created in order to analyze possible approaches to voice

and data communications.
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Simulation Lan<,uage Selection

An initial 3teoD to take when. analyzing wirti the use of a

simulation model is the selection of the appropriate programming

language. There 3re twc categories of pro-ramrian languages

available for use in a simulatioa study. The first category includes

simulition lan.g-uases sucn as ""PSS, -GAS?, SLAUI, and Simscript. [h e

second cate-lor; contains several langu ,ges like fortran, pascal or C.

The first category provides a very high level language and frees the

user fromt bein-1 required to knowd spacific details about the operating

syst-2m as does tuie second Category(63:117). Si;wlation frees tne

analysL irom, repetitive worK as t,'iLat found in usin' inathenatical

analysis anJ ai forus mcre time, to coacautrate on re-sults(6J':)3). A

simulation language li',e SLAI uses an assortmcnL of nodes and

branches for modeling* the flow of entitieas throu-ih a systema(52:79).

other features of sitauiatioa languacges provide contiouous monitoring

capaoiiities, iaitialization capabilities and an overall ilexibilitv

of desiyn. The use of a sinulation languagre provides the fastest and

simplest approach~ for the creation of a simulation aicd.1

Mhe use of a 7eneral purpose pro-ramming language of category two

also has its advantages. I'he language provides greater run time

eificiency and are normally more available than simulation

languages(25:i4). The reluctance to learn a new language is not

uncommon among programmers waen selectiag a simulation language for a

specific study. General lan,:uagaes are however limited by increased

coding and debugg-iag d ifficulty.

A simulation language was chosen for this simulation study
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because of tn2 ease of impleiiention of the lan3uage and the

spacific simulation language selected, SLAM, provides e:xceliint

buildin.7 bloc~s for thiis particular study. rhe largest disadvantage

oi using SLAJ was In learning toe SLAA inaguage. £he advantages were

tne availability of a SLAd ccn-piler and the ease with whicli SLAil can

ae ap')iied to networit studies.

Sixnulati,)n M'odel D~esig~n

Tis sectioa discusses tae performance criteria used in the

simulation miodels, the networK, models and modifications to tile

models. i'he actual parformaace parameters use6 in thie sim;ulations

for comparison with tina maLh~rratical analysis are desianated Ii tnis

seztion. foe coatrol and flow of the thr.!e network models proesented

In chapter I! are discussed in this section. Aodificaticos provide

better control of entities passing through tne models. rhis section

explains toe modifications -aade on the simulation models to Improve

coatrol, alter flow and to prioritize entities.

2erforaarce Criteria. Perforanance criteria were described in

datail in caapter II, however several adjustments were required in

order for their use in simulation models. The performance criteria

ust~d in the siatulation nodal were arrival rates, service ratas,

source designation, and destination node. The arrival rates were the

Liputs to the simulation model and the latter were designated as

attributes. fhe circuit switched and packet switched model

attributes diLffer only slightly. Other criteria which were specified

in this section were the percentage of voice over data, probability
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of rejection statistics and the percentage of bulk data to

interactive data.

rne arrival rate used in the simulation models aas converted to

men interarrival times for use in the SLAM simulations. Voice and

comined data arrivals of 20 packets per second were inverted tc .05

seconds per pacKet. Separate bulk data arrivals of 6.96 packets per

second were iavertej to .112 seconds per packet and 11.04 packets per

second of intractive data were inverted to .091 seconds per packet.

ne attri:utes for the SLA I simulation models depended on the

type of model. fhere were three attributes used for the packet

switche.i models. Attribute one was used to direct entities througa0
te netvork to tae designated destination node. In this simulation

the destination node was node 7. Attribute two specified the service

Qrate for a packet to be processed at a node. In this simulation

study tehe service time of 333 packets per second was converted to a

mean service rate of .003 seconds per packet. Attribute three

designated tne source node. Each per:nanent node designated itself as

a source node. This attribute allowed the destination node to

determine whichi distance was desired for measurement.

fne circuit switched simulation model attributes differed from

tne pacKet switched nodel only with regard to the servicing of

messades and final destination. Attribute one of the circuit

saitched model performed the sam e function as attribute one of the

packet switched model and was designated as node 6. Attribute two

provided the service rate at each node for the channel reservation

signal. this value was already calculated in mean service rate form

S in chapter II. Attribute two was.0023 seconds per packet. Attribute
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three was tane service rate for the request for transjission signal,

wessage transmission, and channel release signal. Ibis value ijas

also calculated in mean service rate form in chapter II to be .033

seconds per packet. Attribute four was the source designation and

performed the same as attribute three of the packet switched model.

rhe attrioutes used i. both models were used to control and service

the flow of entities from input to output.

There were several otner performance criteria used to control the

simulation model results. The changing of the percentage of voice to

ddta in tae systm allowed the user to aler the weight of tr-affic

flow of voice and data in the network. there was no breaKdor. in

perc2atage used in tha initial si:ulation model. fhe initial

percentage rates were necessary to maintain consistency between the

simulation models and tie iatnematical analysis for verification and

validation. Another criterion which affected network performanc_ was

the proUability of rejection. the rejection probability in efect

set the queue limits at each node so that packet rejection did not

exceed specified limiLs Gescrined in faLlQ 3 of chapter 1I. [1,2

prooability of rejection for the siinulation models was one percent.

i'ne percentage of oulk to interactive data was anotner criterion for

controlling simulation results. This criterion allowed the weight of

traffic flow for interactive data and bulk data to be altered. ihe

percentage of bulk to interactive data was strictly based on arrival

rates. the initial performance criteria was established in order to

verify the simulation models with the mathematical analysis. A

network analysis was accomplished using the ranges of performance

criteria values found in chapter IH.
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t ,u I'!e I. he first networK was aa up ct t-Jo separa~te

simaulatLions, .the f irst siimulatioti represe-its circuit switched vcice

and the second simulation represents paceet s-aitcheJ data. 1he

circuit switched voice2 simulatioa was modeled in SLA I using a

queuelag- natworck design. ;dessa-es arrived at the same exponential

rate to each node tagi nniny at time zero. At each node attributes

were assignel the number of the source node, the service rate for the

reservation siqnal, the service rate for the messagle transmission.

and the destinlation node number. fhe first node serviced the channe'l

reservation signal and sent it to the next node. The next node

serviced Lhe chaLIneCl reservation signal and- checked attribute (0) to

Gee if Lila desired d3stination had been reached. It the desired

destination had act been reached the channel reservation sig3nal was

se to Lae aeXt aude and foilGwed ,.he sajia proce~dures till reaching

desLination. ihis procedure reserved the entire end to end path for

;;essage transa5issioa. If the chanael reservation 3ignal had reached

its appropriate destination then tne request for transmission

snlmessa,,e transmission and channel release were serviced in a

one hop fashion based on attribute (3). The only entities serviced

were tncsc with the appropriate source designation in attrijute(4).

This process was repeated over a specified tinme span to determine the

average tluec to seac the message throughtemdl tesreus

were collected usia- the WCEC node which calculated the average time

for an eatity to pass through the network.

fhe packet sditchad data simulation also used a queueing network

dest-n witai pacKets arriving at an exponential rate to each node. At

KV~ tile first node the packet was serviced and transmitted to th'e next
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nod. It tro next ode was unavailable the packet waits in a queue

ior access. wien tne pac.:et enters the node tne packet was serviced

according to the service rate specified in attribute (2). £he

destiaation attributes (1) was checked to deter;n-ine if t'e packer had

reached its destination. If the packet had not reached its

destination it continued thrcugh the networi in the same manner. if

the packet had reached its destination it was sent to the output node

where statistics on pactet system time aere collected. 2he paccket

waa sent to a CJLCf node and tae time for a packet to process throughi

the network was -easured and averaged over a specified period of

time. Aiso included in the pacKet s 0itcaed simulation was an

alternate oath rcuti.g. Specific percentages of packets took an

alternate route which added an additional hop onto its path length.

Jct4ark Aodel 1i. i'he second network :;odel, ihich iar-egrates

voice interactive data and bul. data over a single patn, is very

similar to the packet swicched 3imulation of the first networ. model.

Ihe differences are in arrivals to each node. Lsing this model the

user can alter percencages of voice over data, and percentages of

interactive data over oul& data to dutermiine ranges of the simulation

model and tile performance parameters. fhis simulation provided an

a'verage delay tine for all packets in tne system by using the COLCi'

node to collect statistics.

iietwork %odel I1. 1he third model Is split into two separate

simulations. rho first simulation combined voice and interactive

data over a single packet switched path. lhe second simulation is a

single pac.et s.itched patl for bulk data. fhe packet switchel
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sliMultion iicloel ior tne bulk traffic of the third networs iS

identical to tne bul.t data simulation model of the first network

except for tae different arrival rates. 'he tiiird nctuork scaeme

reprLsents another approach to voice and data comu unications uy

providia%. a separate path for bul& data and an integrated path for

voice and iLitaractive data. iIs model also allowed for use of

percentages to control voice and data over the system. In each case

a CJLCE ncia collectac average .el-iy tine for designated packet3.

Modifications. :lodifications to the taree network models

iacreased thc capability of the siaulaticns. kliificaions iacludeu

Blocking, 3al.-ing and Prioritization. i'he first modification

proviJed a ;.:ethoa to calculate .acket loss on the network. Using the

qjeue lengths specified in £ao1e 3 for one percent proUaoilit of

rejection olocklag was usea to maintain queues at maxl.ium queue

length. 6locking at a node only allows a specific nu;..ber of

antitiies(packets) to luque. fhis allowed the aesi. ner the capability

LO control queues at critical nodes. Dalking is a feature placed on

a node whica precedes a blockiag nude. if an entity is blocked from

entry iito a queue tilea it becones a loss. fne use of 3alking allows

the designer means to checi tne percentage of packets rejected so

chaugcs can be made to limit tnelr occurance. At each input node a

Oalking procecure was used to collect voice and data pacKets which

were blocked out of the systes.

Prioritization was a modification which per:,itted one entity to

have priority over aaother entity either in the queue or in the

entire node. ine use of a 1o4 value first(LVF) priority at a
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specific node allaed entitles with a lower mean interarrival rat3

value to have priority over thme ni1,her value"" antities. fhe hi-h

value first(HJ-) denoted juat the opposite functioning than the

(LVE). Another chiaracteristic of prioritization was [NCLA.,

dV,-(JEfl')j I, a secondary priority scheme that prevented the

in Lerrup tion of a packet beiag processed. Jdmittlug tne secondary

priority scheme allowed the prioritized entity to override a

nonprioritized entity already baing processed.

Vali,-aticn and ierificatiunm

.'iheaiceaii the simulation model it was important Z,-. verify and

valicate si;:,ulation model results. Verficatlon of a simulation imodel

conpare6 si.lation model results to expected rasults. Verification

was accomplished when tue sL.Iulation model results uere reasonably

close to dasired output. Validatiom estaulished6 tne simulation model

performance to ue similar to that of a real system(52:1L).

verification a.id validation cn best cc checked by comparin.g

simulation output to an existing system output. This method of

verification aLId V.lidatiOL1 WaS limited uccause tile models were of a

more gereral and hypothetical nature than thiose in existence.

Iiie wethod u:3ed to validate the saiulatioa models was by a

comparison of input to output. Ihis was aomuiewhaL difficult to do

ciecause of the multipie inputs arid thc! parcentad-.e of traffic

permittod to flow through the network. Validation of the circuit

switched model and the packet switcned model was acco.mplished in the

sanea manner. Usia6 the simulation tinie and thle niu;:her of entities
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which were processea througa th3 iiodels, output was compared tc

arri-jak into thc woueLs. 11 te Elow through the networK is as

designed then the modal is representative of an actual s'st,. 2his

metaod was used to validate the simulation models. Analyzing tAe

circuit switched model withl 233 entities output ia 0 seconds gave a

throug[hput of 2.62 packets per second. The ,cdel .as only examining

input into node 1. It was assumed 1/6 of node 1 input of 2J packets

per second was equally distributed among the six nodes, therefore 1/6

of 2U packets per second equal 3.33 packets per second. Using the

value of P = .75 the total network output from the mathematical

analysis was equal to 2.5 pac~eta per second. The siaalation model

arovided similar results to the mathematical model and was therefore

validated.

lerificatlon oi the siMulation ,m1odel3 were accuopllshe ), a

comparison to a i.iatheaatical acdel of an actual systL,(. the

coLrarison Insurea that tne flow through the system was

rearesenrative of an actual system. fwo methods were used in tne

mathuiaatical analysis. the circuit switched model was analyzed using

tne approach of Kermani and Kleinrock(42). Queaoing matrix analysis

was used to examine the pazket switc ed models. ine results of the

mathemtical analysis was discussed in Chapter Il. rhe analysis was

concerned with the average time to transmit a -essageipacet from

node I to node 6 in tile circuit switched model and from node 1

throu,,h node 7 in the packet switched model. Ihe results of the

mathematical model and the siaulaticn model are shown in Table(1).
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rAWLL 7

,AA.LE\CAL A.D SIIIJLAAION ODEL C0:2PAAIS&1O..

Ae twork Service A.-I th Simulation Standard

fype Ra te Delay i'ie belay 'ii::e Deviation
(au ibier) (pkt/3ec) (iee) (Sec) (sec)

I

Circuit ow itci-ed
Voice 434.Ij

25.77 .0547J71 .053O5 .j914
glac., et Switched

Data 33j.0 .0232126 .01942 .0U17;6

2
Packet Switched
(comuined voice
interactive data
and Duli. data) 33j.J . 2 a30'o .022i0 .0'J4145

eaciket SJiLcn]2d
(cotno ined
prioritized voice
interactive data
aad uul. data) ),3.u .j2.52J .J311 .JUt)41

?acket Switched
(combined voice

and interactive
data) 333.-j .U24631 .u2070 .J03157

Packet Switched
(comined
prioritizid voice
and inLeractive
data) 3ai.j .J24553I .02J39 .J05134

Packet Switched
Data 333.0 .0219396 .01924 .01749

there were several differences between the two models.

Differences in delay times were accounted for by the manner in which

the models were initiated. ihen matheaatical results were calculated

the systera already had entities in the network, however tne
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siiuulatioa ndei startad at time zero dich the system .eonpty. ihe

largest eif.c t tnis nad on results was from traffic inteisity. As

tae traffic intensity increased, the time it took 3 nessage3 or pack.et

to reach its destination increased. 'i'a traffic intensity increased

because packets were required to wait longer at intermeuiate nodes.

ihei t.e sinulation model started at zero, the time to travel to

destinatioLn was fastar because the traffic was not as intense. fhe

average celay time was affected by thiesa faster times which occurred

at the initiation of the system.

Verification of the circuit switched and pacKet switched model

was accomplished using a significance test. fhe significaace test

uses the equation52:LZ)

Aa&= 
(3.1)

where
- simulation modal average diay time

$4o= marhematical model average delay time
0= standard ueviation simulation model

r'he significance test con.?ared the simulation modal mean to the

-atnematicai model mean to determine if tne simulation model was

accurately designed. An hypothesis was assumed in order to determine

tne results of this test. fhe hypotheses were the null nypothesis

(Ho:X = Mo) and the alternate hypothesis (,La:X IM o). If the null

hypothesis (Ho) was rejected then the simulation mcdel couid not be

used. If the alternate hypothesis (da) was rejected then the

simulation modal was a good possiility. festing the model at the 99

percent significance level gives a probability of a equal to (1-.99).
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ae0jecticn occur3 when the (z) value falls In Mte critical regIon.

Exrctia, a V;1Uv. Of (Z ) fro.1 the "Student's t-Distriiutlon

taulI&' gave ti'te critical reg7ion to be jzj > 2.57G. isble 3 shows the

(z) values, critical regaion results and hypothesis rosults for the-

mathematical imodal and simulation model results o,- lable 6 using the

9) percent si-nificance level.

'ArILE J

Z iALGZ2S

Iewr (z) Critical &eion itypotrhesis
(nurnoer) values Resul ts tesal ts

Circuit Switcaled
0Voice 1.j.33 j-j < 2.j7, ~ 4o tot rzject~ed

?.ackLt S3.itchaJ--
L03ta -2.1235 Sa:Ie Salle

2
Pack4 .a Switc.'ie
(cualined voice
Inteactive data
and buiK data) J.95o7 same sauie

(caoruined
prioritizc1i voic ,
interactiv2 cdaLa
and uul. Li;Lta) -U.a3., a!,.. sLame

3
Packrnt Switched
(cotnoined voice
and interactive
data) 1.2616 same safne

Packet Saitched
(co,abined
prioritized voica
and interactivz
data) - .8335 S a;neL san,.e

Packet Switenel
Data 1.5435 saile same
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Since the (z) value did not fall in the critical region then the

Hypothesis (Hoe), that the means are equal, was not rejected. the

significance tests showed the simulation models were possible

representatives of the expected results found from mathematical

analysis. In the case of all simulation models the results were not

rejected and therefore verified. With validation and verification of

the simulation models finished a network analysis was initiated.

Using the verified and validated simulation models the next chapter

compared the differing schemes for network implementation.

Simplified Voice Trunking Model

The Simplified Voice Trunking Model(SVTM) was developed by i onie

Air Development Center(RADC) to aid research in the area of

integrated communications(20:l). The simulation model was of an

integrated node which transmitted voice and data over a single path.

Voice traffic was loaded on to the integrated SENNI trunks and the

remaining capacity was available for data(20:l). Varyinp loads of

voice and data traffic were run over the simulation model to

determine average delay time, throughput, data traffic requirements

and prioritization requirements for voice under overload

condltions(20:l). The svrM represents a hybrid switching node which

uses digital voice prioritized over digital data packets. Ihe data

packets were transmitted over the path during inactive periods of

voice communications. Validation and verification of the SVPTI was

accomplished during the design phase of the simulation model And

theretore was not repeated in this text(20). 1he results of this
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simulationi modal ar-- discussed In the follcwin6 cixiptar and compared

~ to the netwcrk tupolo.,ies.
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rhis enaptar deszribes the methiod for comparison ot the three

natwork topologies and the &ome Air Oev~lopnent OenterUaADC) stuCy.

i'his discussion iacludes thie actual results of the networ'& analysis

au'J tae results of tihe Simplified Voice TruLIKing .10del('S~IA)

simulation of J.ADC wit~h respect to delay time, cost, througnput and

power. included in the comaarisa results is a discussiin of the

effacts a-odifications have on the network perf-orwiance and control.

1,h c.parison of ice network Lodclogies is accomplished first tlan

these results u~ere compared to the AL)C study.

Comparisoa lechniques

N~etwork iopologIIs in order to perforai a coiparisca of

d ift erail ne twoeik topologies It w-as riecessary to maintain consistent

cconditioas betweo each network. It was also important to keep some

conditions constant within each model in order to see the effects of

other conditioaz on performance measures. Specific conditions whlicil

wera considered In the comparisons were, traffic intensity, service

rates, arrivals rates, percentages of voice and data, percentages of

bulk and interactive data, priorities, niila;Ye costs, voice

digitization costs anid switching costs. rraffic intansities and

arrival rates were maintained as constants throughout the analysis.

traffic Intensity was kept constant in order to test the effects of

set conditions on a fully loaled comminicatior3 system. Con trolli1nj
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the flow oi entities ailowzed the traffic intensity to be Kept

constant throuahout the system, as explained in chapter 11 page(40).

Arrival rates ware maintained the same in all situations oecause ti.e

sam e basic effect arrival rates had on the system was ovserved by

varying the service rates. Arrival rates were derived as shown on

page (35) of chapter Ii. These arrival rates were based on packet

size, channel capacity, header size anu percentage of bulk data over

interactive data. Arrival races for each networK art shown in lable

9.

rA2.-LL 9

A,-Zi 'AL RARES

Network Arrival tate
jype (pkt/sec)

Circuit Switcaed Voice 20

?acCet Switchad Data 20

2
2.1c~e Switch,d oice .0
Interactive Jatn 11.04
and Zulk Data 3.96

j

Pac.iet Switched Voice 2'j
and Interactive Data 11.04

£acket Switciied 5ulk
uata J.96

fhe next step in the comparison analysis was to establish the

procedures for evaluating the networks on varying conditions.

The method used to evalsate the other conditions was by using a

step by step process. D'he first step necessary for analyzing the.
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variable conditions was to evaluate tile effects of a varying service

rates. Ahe initial survice rate was 333 packets per second for the

packet switched network the average node service rate of the DD'i.

mie service rate fur the circuit sw-itcaied i-odel was .0023 seconds per

packet for tae reservation signal and .J33 seconds per pac.ket for

messa-e tranaiission. The lowest service rate was not allowed tc go

below the service rate whica periitted rejections of one percent.

£he lowest allowable service rate was then maintained as a constant

to evaluate tihe eftects of voice and data percentages and bulk versus

interactive percenanges. frie Jext step iI this evaluation was to

prioritize voice over data and oulK data over interactive data. The

K-iy p2r Ceitage com in.-tioas are snow in table 10 Used on networks 2

and 3.

rAd.E 13

PESaCE}- fr a. S COi31IIl'IiS

,_a t. r k ''iolce/0a ta Z3ulU/interactie

3
?&cket Switcne
(coinoiaed voice
and interactive
data) 75/25

9u/11

2
Packet Switchel
(combined voice
interactive data
and oulk data) 75/25

,r. 75/Z5 90/10, 25/75, 10190
90/10
90/10 9J/10, 25175, 10/90
10/90
10/90 90/10, 25,75, 10190
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In each step Ot Lhese procedures it was importaat to ev.luate tr.e

effects toe changed couiditions nave on the network performance.

fhe final compirison of tie netWorks was a cost analysis of

mileage, voice digitizatioa and switching nodes. Ziiiage costs uera

based on speciric distances between nodes, voice digitization costs

were oased o, the ciiannel capacity used by digital voice, and

switching costs were based on type and quantity of nodes. rhese

costs were calculated for a path length of 6 pri:anry nodes. ?ath

lengths can ue altereu by changiag source or destination attrioutes.

Ccst results were otraigat forward and used only as a general cost

ratio comparisoa rather tian actual network costs. he overall

erformance criteria to evaluate iii each level of comparisca was

delay time, cost, throughput and power. Once the inputs and tie

met-iod of coia parison was established, th. simulitions were run an'

results analyzed.

Si.dlified Vuiue frunin Aodel. Periorming a co'pariion of the

net.ork tcpolcgies usin7 SLAA with the integrated switchiag node of

the S*I'. was necessary to evaluate the capailities of hybrid

sWit._nilg techriques. liyas(4u) provided a means tor comparing these

two simulation models. ihis means of comparison aas found in the

managers tool for performance measurement, power(40:19). Us iag the

taroughput and average delay time from tue S¢ITA! simulation and tne

network topologies a comparison was accoaplished using the

performance criterion power in Chapter II.
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°---- . et' ork £opclo[ty esults

ihe results of the sinuiaticn analysij was uased ocm specific

models, as well a3 specific networks. Foe three networks ,jere broken

dowa into five nod1s. fhese models were analyzed separately and

then to:;ether as networks. fhe first netwvork consisted of a circuit

switched model ana a sing packet switched molel. £ne second

network was a single multiple arrival packet switched model. fhe

third network was a dual arrival packet switcbed irodel and L 3iale

arrival acA-et switcned model.

The first step in tae collection and analysis oi resalts was

accomplisiied oy varyin., ti'e service rates of the five models. The

initial service rate tar all packet switchea models was 333 packets

per second. This rate wias inverted for use in the si auiation models

to .UL)' seconds per packet. The circuit switcned mcdel used two

service rates whicn were determined using the message size, header

size aad caanuel capacity. Ehe initial rate for tne circuit switcned

model was .OU23 secends per packet for the securing of the path aav

.U3. seconds der packet to request transmit, traas:,,it the

Inessage,and release tae path. The results of three service rates per

mocel are shown on i'able II.
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CJ.d,<, i'AL.SOJ £

ANe tWICK Service eaz:et Delay fhrou h- Power
rype late Loss ii.ne put (p Kt/sec-

namo.. r) (pkt/sec) (pkt) (Sec) (pat/sec) sec)

1

Circuit Sijitcih!
Ioice 23.77 0 .05309 1.3i3 24.77

333.0 0 .01721 1.6 92.97

Pacet Switched
at100.0 .06ji 1.79 284.13

333.u 0 .01942 1.72 63.5
1O.j 3 .07461 1.69 22.0

£etal(1) 333.0 U .01942 3.22 165.U 6

i?-cket Swltch2d
kcoilbined voice
iateractive data

aad ou.L. data) 500.0 0 .01343 2.32 240.29
e 333.0 0 .u2 1 3.46 156.33

25x.0 .0. 2t5 3.-,2 103.11l

sace t SaitchOed
(.o,,.AiAr&d voice
aad iateractive
daa) IJQO.0 0 .01293 2.55 190.33

333.0 0 .02070 2.76 133.33
200.J 3 .04Ju9 2.6:i 64.36

?IaKe t Switcheu

6ole Oata iOUO.O 0 .01271 .795 62.55
333.0 U .01924 .745 36.72

fctai(3) 333.0 0 .j2J7) 3.51 159.32

Analyzing the models shown in fable 11 snowed that the service

rate had a great impacL on delay tine, throughput an6 packet loss.

Decreasing the carvic2 rate slows doan the packetsi,;.essages tr3veliag

through tie network. When the pacKets/messages slowed down the delay

time increased, tne throughput decreased and the queues increased
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causiun, more packet rejections. 0ecreased service rate greatly

increased delay time, depending on traffic intensity in a network(see

Flgure 7).

•09.

.08

.07

Q0. 06

Z 05

E-

* .03

,.02
L NEF- 3b Ab E"I. 2

01+ NE .-- NET 3
0i5 575 ibo 1 5

SERVICE RATE IN PACKETS PER SECOND

rAiure 7. Service Rate versus Delay rlime for Network ropologies
ietworks aaintain constant P and 3rrival rates.

.iie decreased s rvica rates atlected tae aetworK pertormance of

netwacr Z 3nd networK 3a Lirst. this decreased aetwork performance

depnd-id on the tratlic Lneasity(s.sturation level) of the network.

.ictark 2, a network transmittini, 1.tlzcJ voice, inte-ractive data

and uulk .ita aver a singue pac'-et switched patn, w.s the network
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with the highest saturation level. [his network had more arrivals

N2, than other models. ietwork 3a, the ii~adel which transisltted digitized

voice and interactive data for the third network, had the next

hiihest saturation level. Because of the high saturation levels

network 2's and network 3a's delay time increased faster than the two

bulk data models, network lb and 3a.

[he service rate affected throughput also(see Figure 8).

7-

3 NET.3a

NET .3b

0 75 150 225 300
* SERVICE RATE IN PACKETS PER SECOND

i~i~r 3. ier ,ice i-ate versus ihrouighput tor .Wtwurk Lopologies
Networks mialintaiLn cuastant P mid arrival rates.

As service raites increased thrug hput decreamsed, i~ecause fewer

P.ICIeLS were allowed through the system during a given tifae period.
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fiha aat.joris witi tae hiighest saturation levels, ntxrcrk 2 and

aetwcrk 3.-, liad th! nizhest tnrougiiput, blecau:ue ttiev nac uatter

utilization of resourcos. Sinc2 tneir saturation levelz; are hi,)her

thecy decrcelsced iii ti-rouu,1-put at. a rcastar rate tnar. tUe low.2r

s.Aturaced network nodeis. ihe lower saturated models, network L) and

r.etwa:rv 1b, had a slower decrease in thrOLT.'PLut beC3uSe t ej had

inucn lowter througnput to beiin withi, as ceupared to 1,tdark3 2 and

ja. Since Ca.2 circuit switchAed net~wor.c raserve2d the eatire netwoqrk

to transtait one, u~essage it depended on fast se-rvice rates to maintalr;

a reasoaaile t.,.ruuhput perfcr;iiaace. Aliea service rate I*:r tile

i.-essag;e trarns:ission Increased overall system performatice was

ilh-2e ir-CUit switched Latworkn takes a :-nuci ion-jer tiwe to reach

the first reje ction due to the dial. service rate! curt iiura Lion,. .Izh

small header was service,! easily WitIout causing rejeccions anc the

message Lransmnission which used tne large r servicu, rate is only

processed once!. Aitiiou'l packet loss ils difficult to aclhieve It

bacime uni.n.portant becauso of the rapid decrease in thrCU-hput shcwnl

in iigure 3. Ihc dacket, switcned networ.s, nowevor, achieved packet

loss more rapidiy when the servica rate decreasezl(see Figura )
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0 SERVICE RATE IN PACKETlS PER SECOND

Figure 9. Service Rate versus Packet Loss for Network ropologies
Networks maintain constant P and arrival rates.

As seen in Figure 9 the packet loss increased at a faster rate for

the asore saturated packet switched networKs Oi 2, the network

LrmnsmInttine, dil-1itizeJ voice, interactive data ind bulk data over a

3iagle packet switcnea patn, mnd 3a, the networK transmitting

digitized voice and interactive datai over a single pnth packet

3ditchej dath. fne tWO :)UlK da1ta packet switched paths, network lb

and network Jo, did not achieve packet loss as quickly as the other

pac~et switched networks. Since these two networks are less
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saturated, due to the lower arrival rates, the nuaber of rejecticns

did not increase as rapidly as the other two networks, when the

service rate increased. With or without a high saturation level all

networ s becaae ineffective quickly if analyzed from perspective of

the maximum number of rejectioas for the network to efficiently

1fanction. Oased on the one perceat rejection rate allowed for an

efficient system, the service rate must be kept high.

Comainin- the -models and analyzing the three networks shows

significant results in tr.e area of througnput. rhe delay tilna

differences were mlniml cet'een the three networks. In the case of

two separate paths the greater delay time was used as tie totai ti,. c

and the numoer of pc.cts su:im,1ed for the total throughput. fhe

second and thira net.jcrk provided higher throughput, however over a

longec peri.d of tiirie tile third i:etwork would provide the nigher

output. Analyzing the arrival rates from fable 9 shows tnat tne

second netwJorK delay time though sligihtl lower provided the Letter

utilization of network resources and was t.,e better choice in t nis

section of the analysis.

fine next SLOP in tnC ccNpaci3cn resulC was to evalnatQ tne

effacts of percentage: on the various models. fhe lowest allowable

service rate was ased in order to get the effect of percentage

ciiacges on pacxet rejections. rie portions of networks not affected

by th,, percentages of voice and data were still included in the total

networK sunmation. fable 12 gives the results for the percentage

analysis.
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fAcbLE 12

:~;0~CJXIA.USON USLij ?Z.-CE~jJA]F

Packet Switched ii~ta1 V/oice, Lnteractiva Data and 3ulk Data.

-etwor- Service ,:','oic.z /.5ul,< Packet Oclay rhrcuch- P'owaz
rype L. ate Z. t o Loss Liffie pu t (pkt/.sec-

(2) 333.0 7 3/;45 - .232.2 iI4
250.0 73/A'5 - 3 .34272 3.35 102.23
1 )tj.u 13/415 9fl/b 0 .J134) .. 2 1 2 37 1. 95
10 )O.0 75/25 25/75 u .31355 3.41 251.66

3113.0 75/25 25/75 1301 .02160 3.22 143.43
1060.0 75/25 10ij0 0 .01334 3.25 234.33

3 3 3. 9C/10 - 3 .02131 3.4-1 1i.27
250.3 )U/16 - 21 .U j') 4 3.33 1I .LU)
b)®'.0 -3U/i0 90/10 0 .013i0 3.21 237.77
1330C.0 93/10 )j/75 k) .1351 3.42 252.77
1033j.u 9u/1J i0/flj j .01354 3.232 23J.1Q

.233.J1 lU/jJ - 0 .32174 3.43 lj7.ij.
25%).0 10/30 - 2 .03312 3.37 101.6
1030.0 10/9U 9011 0, .11133 3.21 23i.o,
10ijiJ.U 10j/9 25/7D 0 .01331 3.29 2 . 52

__1000.0j 16/90 10/90 u .31337 3.4 2;5J.55

'2aclet Swicchoe3 Dic:1tai Voice aad LnteracLive Data.

1 etwor" Service /.voice 1.3ulk Packet Delay fhrou,,h- )cwer
11pe 1Lto0 t u Loss rim a pu t (pi t I Cc -

(3-) 30 75/23 - 0 .02 062 2.77 122-.31
200.0 75/25 - 5 .04067 2.52 61.9u
2fl.O 95/10 - J .2)48 2.55 W.
333-'.3 10/30C - 0 .02090 2.5) 1;4.16
2 0.0 1.3/f -i- j.2967 2 .6U 37.63

Altaring the pecontajes of voice atnd data eaterin.- the network~

caly affectec networks 2 and 3. Changing the perc~ntage3 of ouIk

Cata versus iriteracltive data only affected network 2. fhe comparison

of networ.- 2 aad the various ccnoabiLiona of voice to data and bulk(

to Interactive data show very little ciuae in taie avera -a dela
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times but a maarked cifference In throu~anput r-S uILS, 'JCaUsO tile

arrival ratc of oulk and iataractive data are sinilar. As voice

pcrcentage decrease-d over data perceatagres the throuj11"p-it ircreased-J

witL'- the lower Lulk. With L."12 izicreas-- oi voice over' data the

throu--bput peaked wdith a lowdr percent bulk and tnen rapidly

dzecreased. lssumizi.g voice! to a the higher j rceiitzae ot arrivals

wouhi reccomi~end a taediumn to lower raaga for percenit builk data to

u~ai~n~c etwock 2 t.rouf npur..

Anaiyzia- tae overall ile orx,5 2 aat! us- iag porceataa e shows

that in tine extremes at pcrzat voice over data and percent data over

voice there- was a suificlent increase In throughput for the second

ne .-workr. Ac w ?V,!r In atne M, j4 ;:.-n,, o cL1 pe ren t a.2z the tir-d

0a tvioue, SUrasse'd tne seccnd anecwcri( in average delay tiile and

throuhput. Assu.-in, mediuma raare pe~rcenta7ges of voice and- d.ta,for

e..1e75/12j, tn. , Lhird nietwork ;az tne oatter car-ice ofl voice- and

d~ata connmnicatioaz;.

2rioriLizatioa was the next stc-. in gatcri,, analyzinz

resuls. fati motnods used for prioritizatioa ii SLAI .as low value

fiCst (Lii) and nigh value first (H F) f&he value oxa..iined with tais

sch27i was the- nieniaterarrival ratEs. 111 th nat,4,rk ,anich used a

sin le patn for ai-jtized voice zad data the rijvea arrival' rate of

vuice, at Jj. seconds per packOt was tac low value aand tho arriv,:l

rate ofl bulk data at .112 6s-coad3 per packet was the &&idh value.

Since Interactive da.ta had an arrival rate of .0)1 szconds per packet

*it fal~ls between t~ie t;:o in Lev-7s of priority. r.,. tird network

which integrated voice and interactive data had voice as the low

value and intorective data as the hi.gh value. Similation irodels for
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tneze aetwor.cs aere aaalyz±d to evaluate tne eitecr- prioritie3 Lave

oa other parametcrs of tae IeLWO.-k. Using the schazne (LV7) an." (47F)

provided priority to VOiC-; if LSiliil (L/F) and data i! usin-, (di'!).

rhese twc, aetwor.s were anialyzea using these pricrity scaie.acs with

tvio different metiols, i3arrupt and nonipterrupt. fhe interrupIt

serne prioritize2s one packet cvar tne other packret evaii ItLtne ot1ier

was ueiag processac., causia-cm the in2rocess packet to be pree,.-:pLed aad

wait Lo r2ipeiL prCCSSinl,. ine noniritacrupt prioritizes one typa

pick-at over the ot>.er, ijithouit iaterruption of a pac&wt already b-eing

pr,)casjd. fh, nor.Alaterrupt scha~rc was accornplisilhd using the

*secutkiarv -prior"iy sznemne %iscussed on page (57) of cnapter Iii. fihe

rosults of chis eV.J±iuation are sciown in i'AbLE 1J.

IA3lLiL 13

J ~ )1L2~1S~US.LING HUrIES

2L'aC&eL SwiCIned Jii itai Voice, iateractive iOaLa aad 65iik Dita.

,,etw4ork Service IaLerrupt 2'riority Packet Delay rnroli -
lype Rate rype Loss rime put

(auiioor) (okt/sec) (y'esiao) (LvIF/jAf) (pk r) (Sec) (PkI/3e-c)-

noL .0'- 3133 1 j 5..14I
2 y es LVE 0 .03111 103.83

2 Q1: 2 .034j5 97.96
2yes ilV 0 .0345 39. 94

Pace(~2t Switched Di~itai Voice a nd Interactiva Lata.

Network Servicce inte rruLp t Priority I? a c kt Delay irhrcough-
rype Kate rype Lcss f ime put

(number) (pkt/see) (yes/no). (LVF/-IF) (p2) (LI (prittsec)

3 2~Ji.j. no LVF .03637 65.22
3 yes LVF 2 .03363 64.46

3no0 IJ 4 .04235 61.75
3 yes 2i F 4 4222 57.2



C ;.nain £iale 11 results to fsola 1J3~C s OCS~lic~ ;.i ll~ icanLt

chances tc .'eluJl, Lhro.u:,iiput anzi speech qualiti. terioritlzin%. voicz

over data results In a decrease In throughput, however SinICZ delay

also decreases this was an iiipruv,;ment ia perfcrxnance as noted by the!

power criterion. .1hen usin3g tha interrupt scheme tais impro'zement

.j-as seen I.- anotheIr ar a. ?ower pzerror:;-aace remained the sa;.s, tibeca

was a decrease in PacKet. loss. Jhen prioritizing data over voice the

overall performnaace was decreased in boths cases of interrupt scaie.e.

fhe only advaiLta-de seen by prioritizin- data over voice was in t;.

in~errupL- seneiii wiii. snowed a decreasa in pac.ket loss, however an

evzn j£roatar decrease was s-em in overall 2.erformanca as noted '0y the

P owe r c rItLe ri4o n. ilrioriLizint, v ;ice ove2r data showed un:. Liprovemeat

to SySte.-. performance i., -caase the!ra were more voice pac~ets entering

tLe- s. i1rioritizia- daca ove r voice was ia effe~ct pr-ioritizi.Z

Q mne sm.allcr nu:nt~er of packets in the system over the lar-,Yr numbejr of

pac.,eLts, t~irofcre casia a datrilECUta effect On syStent

performaace.

fhe results oi Laie siaulntion model show thiat eaca type oL

aetwork has its particular 3sdVa.-tagcs and disadvaatages. Prior t.;

addition ci percenaa-s and prioritization notwcr., s 2 and .3 were ia a

close running; for tuhe betr network perforxsancae dependia- on Ithe

users viow z;, tiW p)oor utilIZation1 Of tile third ratwor&. U ice2

percenta.es were ii.-ple'in~ed e' it ne syster, networK 3 provided the

better perlormance in the mnedian r:ang.es of voice and data

perceatages. i2ricoritization ,on the other hand, shows net-work 2 as

the su,)crior model especially in. terms of the power cciterion. Ito

final outcomie dcpeaus on the specific user requiremencs and desired
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results for aetwork performance.

Simplified Voice runka ode Results

!he Simplfied Voice Trunking Model integrated switching node

based results on variations of traffic loads of voice and data.

Sever3l scenarios were run which varied the number of voice

transmissions and the arrival rates of data packets. rhe SVTM

simulations were analyzed by comparison of the number of voice calls,

data arrival rates, average delay time and throughput. The next step

in the analysis was to calculate networks results using the

integrated node switching results of the SVTM. The network results

consisted of a six node network.

rhe first step in the analysis was a comparison of six different

C scenarios as shown in Table 14.

r'ABLE 14

SIMPLIFIED VOICE rRUNKI,'JG MODEL RESULMS

SVTt Average Average fhroughput throughput
sim. Arrival Rate Jelay rime Voice Data
00_ (p~t/se'c) (sec) (Pkt/sec) (p~t/sec)

I .340 .0121 .J59- 2.45
2 1.&05 .0147 .108 2.41
3 .6-3 .J131 .,99 I.57
4 .163 .U115 .09 1.31
5" .2 L3 . 3 123 . I0 US I

o .570 .312o .092 1.93

As the arrival rate 'ecreased so did the number of voice

calls(packets) and/or the number of data packets. An analysis of the
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results of Table 14 was accomplished by first comparing two SYTH

results with constant voice throughput, then comparing two SVTM

results with constant data throughput. This was shown in Figures 10

through 13. The first comparison was an analysis of data throughput

with varying arrival rates and constant voice throughput.

Maintaining a constant voice throughput of .108 and varying arrival

rates was represented by a graph of voice calls to time in

minutes(se. Figure 10).

25~ ________

p20- ___ A "k \f

0 .1

0 b 2b 3b 4 0 6b
'2 TIME IN KINlffS

Figure 10. Ratio of Voice Throughput(.108) to Time

The constant voice throughput with varying arrival rates effects the
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data throughput. When arrival rates were high the network maintained

S a high throughput(see Figure 11).

40-

S30-

S10-

TIME IN MINUTES

Figure 11. Data Throughput (2.41) with Voice Throughput(.108)

The second comparison was acomplished by keeping voice calls

constant. Using decreased arrival rates had a detrimental effect on

data throughput(see Figure 12).
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0 20
10 26 3'0 4.50

TIME: IN MINUTE

Figure 12. Data Throughput(0.81) with Voice Throughput(.108)

Figure 11 and 12 showed the effect higher arrival rates of data had

on data throughput. With a set voice rate the more efficient

performance (higher throughput) was seen using the higher arrival

rate. The lower arival rate as shown in Figure 12 shown poor

utilization of the channel.

Analyzing the situation in which the data packet throughput

remained constant showed that a decrease in the required number of

voice calls allowed the system to become more efficient. Maintaining

data throughput constant and using an arrival rate of .340 packets

per second showed identical results to the data throughput of Figure
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11 which used and arrival rate of 1.896 packets per second(see figure

13).

E-

b10 20 30 4.50 6d
TIME IN MINUT7Es

Figure 13. Data Throughput(2.45) with Voice Throughput(.0592)

The results of maintaining high constant data throughput with varying

arrival rates showed the effect the network had on voice

throughput(see Figure 14).
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10-1

0!- 10 26 O 90

Figure 14. Ratio of Voice Throughput(.0592) to Time

. Comparing Figure 14 to Figure 10 shows a drastic decrease in voice

'j throughput, however both systems were similar in overall throughput

. because of the varying arrival rates. A comparison of the first
~scenarioj maintaining voice throughput constant, with the second

scenario, maintaining data throughput constant, showed the second had

the more efficient performance when varying the data arrival rates.
The final step in the SVTM analysis was to calculate the average

" delay time for a network containing six nodes. This network.

calculation provided the necessary information for a comparison with
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network topologies. Inc throughput of the network was the same as

the single node calculations. The svrM network calculations are

shown in Table 15.

rABLE 15

SVrbi NETWORK RESULTS

Sv'TM Average Total Total
sim. Oelay Time Throughput Power
(#) (sec) (pkt/sec) (pkt/sec-sec)

1 .0726 5.00 69.0
2 .0882 5.01 56.8
3 .0786 1.67 21.2
4 .069 1.40 20.3
5 .0768 0.92 12.0
6 .0756 2.02 26.7

This analysis shows the higher performance with scenario 1. From

the previous analysis scenario 1 had a much lower arrival rate and

number of voice c3lls, however analyzing the power criterion shows

scenario has the better performauce results. Scenario 1 which

produced the higher performance results was used in the comparison

with the circuit switched voice/ packet switched data network and the

packet switched digital voice and data networks. The power

performance measurement was the criterion used for comparing the

network topologies with the hybrid switched simulation model from

RAUC.

Cost Aesults

Cost analysis was Jiscussed in C;apter It. lae mileage,

switching and VOR cost were oasic calculations which depend on
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mileage, type of node, number of nodes and whether digitized voice

S was required. Additional costs such as those acquired from increased

service rates was not be addressed. Costs acquired through buffer

space was not addressed since all buffers were maintained at a set

capacity to verify rejection rate. rhe cost analysis of chapter It

was separated into three networks and shown in Table 16.

TABLE 16

NEfWORK COST ANALYSIS

Network Mileage Voice Digit. Switching Total Cost
Type (-millions Rate(millions (millions (millions

(numiber) of dollars) of dollars) of dollars) of dollars)

*1
Circuit Switched
Voice/ Packet
Switched Data .2416 2.34 1.26 3.842

2
Q.. Packet Switched

.(combined Voice
Interactive Data
and Bulk Data) .1208 2.64 .420 3.181

3
Packet Switched
(combined Voice
and Interactive
Data)/ Packet
Switched Bulk
Oata .2416 2.88 .340 3.962

Simplified
Voice frunking
, odel .12Jd 2.34 .236 2.699

In cost analysis it was iaportant to noLe that these fil:ures only

4ave a general idea of a ratio comparison of tne three networks. rhe

first network cost was lirger than those of the other networks

% because of the increased switching costs. The third network exceeded
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the second network because of the additional milage and switching

nodes of the second path.

Conclusion

The results oi the three network topology analysis was compared

to the results of the Simplified Voice Trunking Model analysis.

Using average delay time and throughput the performance criterion

power was determined and displayed in fable 17.

TABLE 17

POWER COMPARISON
0

*All networks have a p equal to .75.
*rotal arrival rates for networks I through 3 equal 20 pkt/sec and
*the arrival rate for the SV~r4 is .34 pkt/sec.

Network Average through- Power Cost
Type Delay put (pkt/sec- (millions

(number) Time(sec) (pkt/sec) sec) of dollars)

I
Circuit Switched Voice
Packet Switched Data .01942 3.22 165.81 3.842

2
Packet Switched Voice
Interactive and Bulk Data .02210 3.46 156.33 3.181

3
Packet Switched Voice
and Interactive Data

' Packet Switched Bulk Data .02070 3.51 169.32 3.962

Simplified Voice
1Trunking Model .U7260 5.00 69.0 2.69)

fable 17 shows the results oi thu network analysis and the solution
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to the hybrid switched Simplified Voice TrunKing !odel(SVIM). The

SVTM results show a network wit. a power rating of 69.0 packets per

second-second.

The three networks analyzed in this researcht use similar arrival

rates to that 01 the higher SVIr:; scenario as compared to the other

scenarios. Network 3, a digital voice and interactlve data packet

switched network with a separate packet switchea path for bulk data,

had the highest power rating other tuan the lijher SVTM. The third

network exceeded the first network in performance because of the

higher throughput which occurred through the two packet switched

paths versus a packet switched path and a circuit switched path. The

third network surpassed the second network, voice and data integrated

over a single path, due to the lower utilization of the path. The

third network was not as saturated, therefore the delay time for

K packets was lower. The disadvantage with network 3 was its high cost

and inefficient utilization on the bulk data packet switched path.

The next highest power rating is the first network, a network using

separate digital voice and digital data paths. [he disadvantage of

this network was the inefficient use of the circuit switched path as

discussed in the first chapter and the highest cost of all three

networks. [he second network, a single path integrated digital voice

and data network, had the lowest power rating but was the most

efficient of the three networks. The second network did not have the

poor utilization caused by the circuit switched voice network or

waste of resources as in the third network caused by the bulk data

path.

Of the three neLtorKs the second network was the best overall
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choice of the network topologies because of the lower costs and

efficient use of network resources, however it does not allow for

future growth without increasing capabilities. Overall the hybrid

switched SVrf1 with circuit switched digital voice using the same

channel as packet switched data provided the better cost results.

£he power measurement of 69.0 packets per second-second was the

lowest power rating because of the large delay time. The large delay

time Is attribuLed to the time data packets must wait for the

transmission of voice. The use of a network designed after the

Simplfied Voice Trunking Model would be beneficial to an environment

with a decreased number of voice calls and high data input.

9
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The final chapter of this research discusses the results,

conclusions and recommendations. This research was accomplished in

order to determine the best switching approach with or without voice

and data integration would best meet DOD communications requirements.

Selecting the appropriate switching techniques for DOD

connunications was very difficult if not impossible to accomplish.

Due to varied requirements and needs it is possible there is no one

means of switching technique which is best for DOD communications.

* The difficulty in selecting a switching approach was in pinpointing

specific communications requirements. The scope of the problem was

narrowed to evaluating specific input data presently used over the

Defense Data Network (DDN) to determine the better switching approach

for voice and data communications.

Conclusion

The possible approaches to use in finding a solution to this

problem was circuit, packet or hybrid switching techaiques over an

integrated or nonintegrated communications path. rhree network

topologies and the Simplified Voice rrunking Model(SVr9) from Rome

Development %enter were analyzed in this research. rhe first network

topology ;ad separate path for digital voice mind digital data.

ulgital voice was transmitted over i circuit switched network and

digital d:it., was transmitted over a packet switched network. The
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second network consisted of a single packet switched path for

transmitLint digital voice, interactive data and bulk data. The

third network topology also used two separate paths. [he first path

was a packet switched path to transmit digital voice and digital

interactive data. The second path was a packet switched path for

transmitting digital bulk data. fhe SVTM simulation used a single

path for transmission of digital voice and digital data.

The first point of consideration was whether to use voice and

data integration or to use separate paths. Based on research and

growing technology voice and data integration is the direction for

future communications. From this research, integrated voice and data

networks using the packet switching technique showed better

performance results than separate voice and data communications

networks or hybrid switching technique. this agrees with the

research accomplished by Gitman and Frank(30) which found voice and

data integration was the best approach to take for DOD

comnunications. This research confirms the need for DOD to direct

efforts towards integrated networks because of the more efficient

handling of voice and data.

the second point of consideration concern3 the type of switching

- technique best for the DOD switching techniques. Mhis research

* 'V, agrees in part with Atnan and Franks(30) final conclusion that

£packet switching is a better approach for DOD comiuncations. From

this research tne packet switcnling technique with a 3ingle path for

digital voice and Jigital data provides the highest power value with

lower cost than the separate paths for voice and data or the hybrid

switching network. Significant to this conclusion is the necessity
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of crcating an integrated voice and data packet switched network

capable of allowing for future growth. This is important because the

network which uses separate voice and data paths allow for future

growth but the network 4hich uses a single packet switched path for

voice and data is already saturated when using the same input

parameters. rhe hybrid switching network represented by the svrm

*showed the lowest power rating out this was mainly due to the lower

average arrival rate. rhe hybrid switching network could be

effective especially for those networks requiring higher percentages

of data transmissions and priority voice transmissions.

Because of the potential of the network using a single packet

switched path for voice and data and the network using a hybird

switched path for voice and data the consideration of an integrated

voice and data network should not be overlooked. Although this

research did not show the capability for future growth in the voice

and data integrated networks, their lower cost and higher throughput

have a nig, potential for meeting the future needs of increasing

communications, lower costs and better use of resources.

Aecoummenda tion

the recommendatlovs fro,% tnis research are ror continued analysis

* using the simulation inodela and creation at a simulation model

netwurK using the .V:1" simulation reiults. t'he reconmmendation3

iniclude auaLysis of all pertormance variatles as well as evaluation

of .itferiiit aSsunpLio;ns.

it is r.commended that continued analysis of the simulation
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models include evaluation of performiance variables maintained

constant in this research. Specific parameters which should be

altered and evaluated include packet size, channel capacity, number

of servers, arrival rates, path algorithw, aid utilization. Packet

size should be varied to determined the packet size and arrival rate

whichi maximizes the system. Altering the chaanel capacity and number

of servers provides information on transmitting packets

simultaneously over a channel. Altering the path algorithm requires

evaluating the percentage of shortest path algorithm and making

modifications to the simulation model to create variable alternate

paths. i'his modification requires a much larger model with

additional nodes. The other limitation of this modification is the

increased number of entities in the simulation system required by the

additional number of nodes.

rhe other recommendation is to create a network model to

represent the results of the SVV':1 node simulation. A network with

exact replicat nodes as used in the Si'll wouli be extremely time

consumiag in evaluating results, because of the extensive time

required to run the single node evaluation. However, a network

4 simulation using a liunited version of the Sir',l node would be

:enet iclil to -n overall perforrance evaluation of the hybrid

switchin, network. [his analysis should include the range of

perfornance parameters discussed in this research.
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Circuit SwItcieu Simrnlation .'odel

rac circuic switch~d si.iiuiLioa model calculates dalay ti;-,e and

.iro.i,;npULtair tne voic2 truasjnssion of thc 2ircuit swizch-eJ

voice/ j3clkat switcned data flet401X( Saoin ia Fi~ures 1 Iij ..

Prascatei ia tais apadix is toeC fluwcnazt jLL. tae Z;LA:! 1 lnL an-e

sin-ulatiou coce2 tor zaalyzin, tire CirCait SWitCheCd voice Piat. i'he

eLy .ctrivulzes are2

ALtriDute(l) 1 i)'tic-itioa 'Ici-2

Attriauteki)= Servicn- .. atet iar ksarvatlion Si-aal
Atri"ek.)= SLCViCU date for Aes raasi:!1ssl0n 31inal

fransisisiot Loqiuest Signal

* A~triuat~a(4)= Scurce iod2 nl

'NS.
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iULL:,itJ.I: fais si.aulatio:I m-cdcl represents a circuit
SwiLCileti .tIeLwor;- tzr the craas:,IiszIen L; aiialog., voice, by r-escrv'i-,g
the entire p,.ti prior to Lransndision of the mcessage. fae antire
pati~l is not raeis-4d u-.til t.a e saLe L, C-XIp1Lee.

-:ALUUS 17A 2L~ -- ?A.A E f Z ,k: Arrival rates, source/destilaction nodcs,
queuea lea;ath, OlocK/balk Lcfctoa r'3ftic intensity an
service rate.

6 liSAL," T.,N LIIA , 7/ 2/ 5

~L~ , L,00,47( 0 05) 5 *Arrivai rate of voice pac., ets
ASSi3,Al'd,(l)=u o, .estirmtion Aode

ASSI~,A~{l.(2).33~, *Service rate cf reservation si-;aa.
ASS!,;,, Afi (3)=.J36J, wService rztLo of ot*her sigLna1s
ASS 3kA~i'4)=1, wScurco node

A ; .. EI *.:iodc for jiinulitioa arrivals

C. A 2, 1i~J( 1),

ASS 1-j ,AfJA3-( 2)-=.,023,

*r AiSL, A&i),.C k
ASS iKJ,AN(42
ACI, ,13;
C,'IAILh',E-I%-P .(O.Jd5) ,5

A3S3UA,Af. ;( )=0S';
ASS16J,AiLUJ()3

AS.ZS 1, f.U'i2( O1)

ASSI.3, Af. Ii(3) J.033

ASSiJ,, , A 3 4

ASS LGa-1, AAX 1) =5;

ASS lj,, ALU3 3)= .303

AGE, .,
Li QE~ll~L(i~

Balking used to d!tcrine the nuimbor of rajected packets.

oc a, use.i to prevent paccct3 fro~a einterin,; the systen: until a

1U2



tr.3iiissioll is COflpiec-.2

m.Zatnzi ras ervition si:.nal sarvicad .int sie.-t to tl- ieXL nlo.
B, Q LJ .L( 3, J, IBAL"( 2);

AGJC/ , , Q ,2 ;

A C T ,Af 21 .d-Q . 2,02;
I. f the destinatioa is nod-a 2 than taike t~iis routa.

if nedsiao is not nod 2 2 then. take tnis rouLt.
QU,-lii( 5);

*If Joes tinatioa is re cned tihe massa,;e is serviced aixl 1/6~ of the
eattties. are sent to Laie OWLCi' node3 tcr statistics to ae collected.

QL

*-u JeSti~atiCa i3 nut re2ached. the chaimnel reservation simnal is
serviczd and 5/o of entiLs are sent to t next nocka.

* uQj QUEJ:(7)U

O i , I

03U u

Acri/ IJ 1/ 5 /p f ;

ACi'/1I I, , 1 ,'4 ;

A,-f/ 12 .,1,Q5;

I1;

AC /1 , ,AALi 1 ) , / Q U5 r0;

%L 4 U -1-J L 14 JJ 313IC,

-~4



A~r/i13, , 1/ 3 ,'X;

A Aci/J, i,qG;

QG QU-X(2J),U,0,ZLJC\';

AG, ,AE.U,0). . b, EXr

Only allows pac:.,et5 from Scurze node 1 to be prcc2sje .1. Ali.L ohers
are tr:.inaLeJd.

* ~saj~trL-jnSj;iSSjij is serviced and channal opened for ftirthar
traffic.

"-.-tities are senL to CJL.2f node for statistic-;. 0--ily I/1 oi en~iti s
are proce'Ssed. 1h;2 others ar2 terminated.

0 ILis coilect zae, statiatics oa delay ti~c and throughpet for
processe3 entitics~jackats).

-fi~II collectLS af ?acket-S that are2 re! 0c tad -.t tne f irst noie .
?LUSSI denotes location where packc.t lcss occurred.

£ A. i;_

fn~iJ is used to ter:Ainate excess entities.

k l'de]. runI tLLe Of 100~ timei units.
F I N
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Appeadix B provides a flow chart and SLA.I simulation code for

aaalyzI . a packet switched network witi siagle arrivals per node.

f.is is the simulation model used to calculate dela; time aad

throughput tor the data flow of the first networ:1 as sho wn in Figure

and the bulk data of the thiird network shown in Figure 5. 1he key

attributes are

ALtriue(l)= Source Designation J.ode
Attrioute(2)= Service aate
AcrtriuuL2(3)= Destiajlioa Jode

1
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~X~AAiU:~iLJJ: his sinulatiun nmude1 represents thie Llj,, ana
OU: pUL.z of u pac. et swjitch.x,., di~ital data naL.Jorlk. iFIo. is Las !I oe
source anj jestiaatica node so,!ciizatioa.

* A 0J U S 'AL . -A tA i _* ., j: Arclval rates, source/ J s t -a tic.a nok,_7s,
c ua Ldenh, bloc't/Lalk s~eciications, patii al;gorittm tra2iiL2
icitensicy and sarvie.a rates.

LLiUiX.,23 .4, 30-J;

'Af 20,(.Oj,4; Arrival rate and arrival code
AS S 13N , A.13(1)7 Uescina~ion noda
ASS Ij,Af2R 3(2) =. JJ3; Sorvice rate
ASSIjJ,AfzU3(2)=1; Source node

A ; , , i Iode fcr siimuiation arrival-,

AS S I.;A iIn(1.J'73

ASSL3., Ai&3( 3)=3

* CLL\f E, EAPO( 03) ,,

ASSL ,f )~ = 7;

AS SA XCe.3)3;

S, LA 0J. j '4

A.2S I A, Ar2 3 k )7;

ASS!L.AJ; i3 i

AZ, J5,

A , AI 13 ( 2 ) 3

AS S I jA , A P kI ' ( 3)u
A*; c, , , 36;
Q ,JI,5AL

* jaP(n.: used to deteraine the nu,-!ber of rejectcd.
ACf/1 .. ,Q1;
QU.Ui(2) ,U, I ,LCKZ;

P ljLin, used to prevent packets fro,.- enteriaig th QsysL M until
Uuffor capacity is availa')1c. if buffear space Is not iLr..nediately
availaole tLne pack2t will bale(roject). lo is Uie aximum numoer
alloweC in the queue at any one tiMe, see faole 3.

*Patn ailzoritnn percentage used to 75 ). of packets ov-.r shortest
path to destination and 25,. of pacKets; over a patn with ono
additional aoue ia tht- path.
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ACf /3, ... Q2;

QJEUL(4)u, J, 7 iL*JCQ;

..sis crx-- firs t L~. f or p)o:S iiU'id Output.

*if tis is tlrie destinatica tacan cnti.i.; are sant to 0-1.

*ii thisS L3LUL ddes tIa..tiUCI Llhen e-titio-S coGtinued o~l iroai.T tuLe
..e Lt.c r.

'Aniv\ entitieiz coi0 '.L- frc.i aolt 1 are. -aiil.ied Lc prc;!

ACVI/ 7 ,, j Of
ACE/ i, ,51,Z;

1/6 of eit;ies arL, ;)j-,s~ if Lth-A is ti~c deztiaatIOri nocde and
5/3 of ei~ieis are term:inaLted~.

b t~lf i&Jif is LIOt r--. ci e.titi s cunti.ule on tonext qee

AC /L, CLL l'

A.)dily 5/o Ojf OnitiezS a ail-wa,.j to ccatiau ., to nocxt queue aind 1/5
of entities are tr~i~e.

AC /I 1/iijAU A f;

ACi, ,AiU6( 3) .1 *
CL Q jL 6,(1 -) ,uIi3L ;

AC f 1-, / ; -;

AA/i2,N. vl3ri

LMi
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fi'-s appendix provides toe flowciiac~ aa.1 SLA.I slamiatioa code iur

ai,,aiysis of aiaLI?4 arrival pack'at swiLChead neL;4or.'.'. fais

particular cod2a was used to analyze the di ;itizeJ Voice, iatiril-tive

dana ar,4d bulk daza ntutwcr.,. A ,roic!Lion of LhI: si.-;.uiaiA Cc~,'4,

.liuiaatia: the ;)ul'. dnta ai-rivals, aliows use of tis si..iulLtion.

COL.. for aa.lysiz ot tr.-2 ditiLiZCCI Voice and itiLeractiva -lu--tion U-

tne tiird aetwors. [he zittrllu~s are

;,ttrfiuute(i)= Sourca Jcsiticn .4cu !
* .~ACtribuut2(.-',= SerrizOc
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s~uitcei Ltwor.%, wai.7n transmnits irLe-ratad digital voic- and data.

Tnis Is an 2aal of a mulLtie arrival pac'Ke switchcd networeK.

Ld~ ?AL A&Aci 'Ii C: Arrival rates, scurce/ds~tina tion nodas,
qLCde len-t , ulock/bali. specificatioas, path aLorith;%, traffic
ifiteas ity, p !rcentIa'es of voica and iata, parceatages of
litarac~ive and buI4 data and service rates.

C~iLLJ(.O),4; Arrival ratde lor voice aaid arrival
code

AS.~.J,1Lxi3(l=7; ' istinatiou node
Af.~A.'J(2>.'Ji; Service rate

A%,- i .. vl' ode for VoiC.- Simuiatiocl arrivals
~Af2,;\iXd~li2.,4; Arriva. rate for uul.( daLa .iIj

arrival code

ASS i,AtA =. dI;

A-: 61 \u,:o icr bulk sit-uiilation arrivals
SArrival ra~e for L.tzructive da ta
aand arrival cod-,

ASIL,AT.'Ud( 1)=7;

As -- ~,AiA (32)1=.;u

Adi', ,Ll; Ioe for iateractlva si:-ulation

i\ £,r~&xi(O5),; a rrivals

ACt' f,,.Vi;

ASSIJ,AEUb3 )7A

0A f, J

A3SldL4,AfLIb( 1i)=7;

A.SSiji,ArUi;(2)=.XJ1;
ASSIGJ,ArRI6( 3)-3;
Ad',, ,v3;

G2LSXJA.1),



* ~~ASSI~l. A \'T ()

A.; :. . 3 3

ASS 13,AZU(LA1)=7;
*AS 31.3', ,A i 1(2) =.UJ I;

AS i . 2,AfL-( 1127

AS S LJ: A 2 R 1 1) 7;
A;s 1 , ! 2:1 a2)=. o331;
AS S I ,A iXt L3) 4

AC ?, , , i3j
~- . -7 If 7,

AS'SLkL , A1'.U3( 1=7;

ASS .', £4;2 i U

A35), ,4;

ASSiGN,A rL, S5

ASSI:,'MAfLS~( i)=

C" A I , L, F Ji; k

AS 5 I, , AfR131;

AS '-'7 Ah.3( 1)7;

ASS 1A Af aL3( 3)
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ASSAL Ii)=7;
ASSIUA, Al JL= . u)O;

A~if V7; Y7
C,Z , , & '7

ASS LN, Af-U3( 1)=7;

ASS 16,J,AIIt3k )=7
t~,f, , 67 ;

ASS ij,AiU(3=7

First voicz! .rriva-L rice. La d Sed tO Collect L'1;2 itu o.
rejectud" voica pac.,ut-s.

A L'I1 , 4. 1 i
A1.lJcX,:e tiie purciila'_:uf VOiCC alLJOwed intu tnre Syst cf. £huse

* eutciLies riot aliowue: i.,tc tae sytutae systniu are rerOLIteu hl
Lhruou.-h tze v'oice nodJe.

First ulkU~ data arrival aiode.

:.ocaes tile percuntai,,e cf bulk data alloweU_ intc, tZ22 systu.

*Fir-'t InturaCtIVe da~ta arrival LOC2e.

ACII/3 ,75,WD;

.UiC-atu-s thea parceata.;e of iiuteractiva dta llo)wed into t.-,,

!!'-.s prcvid!s t,.C cloc~it'j for blIK alrid lat~ractive data arrivals.
11 Dufftur capacity is not avallaola a packet is rejc~tu~i.

AUf/ 4,75 01

f £iS alIOCetu5 tile percentage of total data into the systaii.

Sfnis ilOcou laocks voiczu andl total data pac ets is tne buffer
c:!pacity is full. fhe inaximum queuu lenZth is 15 per labla 3.

*Pait~ al-uri thui~ percentageS. 75/'. ta-,e the shortest patti and 2oZ'
take t~e mcute with one additional node in it.

ACi'/o u,,25,V i2

AGL'f/ 7 ,.2l5 J2

R&"'
u12.



Aci/), ,.25,Q2;

A/1,2d() ,~

A3 Q L ,-' .2, IVJ;L2v

Avc i/ I , ,. 25 , J ;

A, if/ 13, , . 7 5 , ;

U.- U E 13 , , A 1l" 1

*~~1 ,;J0~ 1;

'ak4 i:AL 14)vc~ , i; sen ,o tI ,prpit IoatioCi.Ki

A f 1, /, U (1Q. J3

pzx&2c. has oreacneddesinaio tl; n 1/' of etites rOfLtiU
tod Li/uolet 5 of entities are termr~inated.

AUI/17 , .5,6Q4;
f 17/I ,1/5 ,,f

and AI10 ,75,fenite ac emiatd

ACr/i1,,.75,Q4;
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ACi/25, .25, ,5;

ACIl/23, ,,5 ,)j;

A-/2.., , .2j,E p,

AC f/ -) 7 25 I),

ACL'2 J,3Qu

U Z 23 13A ,t; -

AC.' ,A3&2 7 3 ) ;

Acr 4) ,/J, I L- 0 I

Uj QUL~i (35),0 1,6LJC.(;

ACr/33, ,2/3,DQ7;
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rhis analysis determined tiie best approach and switching
technique for use in DOP cormunications. f[e a: proach and switching
teciiniiues considared werL iategriLte and nonintegrated voice and
data networks using circuit, packet, ata nytrid switching. Ihe
Simplified Voize Trunking -Aodel(SviNP) from .Icme Air Development
Center was use6 as the networtz using hybrid swItching for voice and
data Integration.

The analysis was accomiplisthed -with a network analysis of various
ieriormance criteria using different approaches to voice and data
communIcation networks. The network analysis was performed using
iathematical analysis and simulition models. rhe simulation models
created were a circuit st:icned model for analog voice, a packet
s;itclxed ,odal for digital data, a packet switched model fith
multiple arrivals for digital voice, interactive data and bulk data,
and a packet s¢itched model for digital voice and Interactive data.
Tte siamulation models ailowea for changes in percentage of voice and
data, arrival rates, service rates, oath algorithm, percentage of
interactive versus bulk data, queue lengths and distance of message
travel.. he results of tbe network analysis were also cowipared to
the results of the Sim lifiea voice frunkin7 Iodel. LIhe results of
this analysis indicate that ODL) needs to instigate intensive research
into integ:rated vcice and lata cou=munications using packet and hybrid
szitcnin; teciiniques. Ihis aalysis showed the best apurcach to DOD
commnnicatioas was with use of voice and data intoaraticn and hybrid
swItching as use in the Simplified voice fruakfa -1odcl.
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